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&$India,fertile in heroes, has ehown since the days of Clive
no man of greater or earlier promise than Eldred Pottinger. Yet,
hero as he was, you might have sat for weeka beside him at
table and never discovered that he had seen a shot fired."
SIR HENRY
LAWRENCE,
K.C.B.
16

Thinga gained, are gone,
But great things done-endure."
SWINBURNU.
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NOTE OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT
INthese days of hurried reading and writing the preface proper has almost died the death. But in giving an
artistic form to the life study of an actual man it becomes
needful to forestall the natural imputation that such a
form may have been used as a cloak for inaccuracy, or
as a means of "improving '' upon life by a judicious
seasoning of fact with fiction.
For this reason I would have i t clearly understood that
no pains have been spared to make this, in every sense, a
true record of the man and of the stirring events in which
he took part. Even in respect of conversations, which
must of necessity be clothed with words of my own, I
have introduced very few-save among minor native
characters-of
which the gist is not given either in
personal accounts or in Pottinger's long and detailed
letters to Government from Herlit.
Above all, in touching upon the many delicate and
difficult points in that chapter of blunders and disasters,
the first Afghan War, I have done my utmost to see
clearly and present fairly a very complex subject, and
have set down nothing-whether i t were fact or speech
of those concerned-that I have not verified more than
once in the many personal and historical accounts I have
studied during the last two years.
It only remains that I tender my grateful thanks and
acknowledgments to all those who have in any way
helped me to make this record of a brave man's career ns
vii
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NOTE OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT

complete and truthful as I could wish; more especial1
to the present' Major Eldred Pottinger, R.A., and othe
members of his family for the use of letters, journals, ant
photographs; to Major Broadfoot, R.E., and Mrs. Coli~
Mackenzie, whose first edition of Sir Vincent Eyre'.
journal, interleaved with her husband's notes, proved t
mine of wealth; t o the Record Office authorities in Calcutta and Bombay for copies of letters not to be found at
home; and, above all, to the India Office authorities in
London for countless books borrowed and for free access
t o the MS. Records, whence I drew a11 that is told of
Heriit in Book 111, from Pottinger's own letters t o
Government, and without which the story of his life
would have been lamentably incomplete.
T h e authorities most frequently quoted are Sir John
Kaye and Sir Henry Durand.
W i t h regard to the problem of spelling Indian and
Afghan names it seemed best, in most cases, to adopt the
more modern fashion, and the following short guide to
vowel sounds should obviate mispronunciation-

- = ar.

:L

a = IL in b ~ t .
i = ee.
ir = etr,

in = e m .
ai=miinvinc.
6 = as in note.
u = 00.

MAUDDIVER.
T ~ BIRCHES,
E
HML~ERE,
September 1911,

INTERPRETATION
" A HERO? I don't quite know what khat is. But 1
imagine a hero is a man who does what he can. Tile
others do not."
Thus Romain Rolland in Jean Christophe: and n
definition so low-toned, so entirely devoid of cheap
glamour, seems a fitting introduction to a hero as incurably modest as he was essentially heroic in the largest
sense of that much-abused word.
But men died early in those tumultuous decades when
the last half of our Indian Empire was in the making;
and Co Eldred Pottinger the end came before he had
attained t o the fullness of power that was in him. For a
few years England and India resounded with his name.
Agoin a few years and Death overtook him. By then
India was upon the eve of the first Sikh War, that brought
to birth-as is the way of war-a fresh outcrop of heroes.
'417 brought the second Sikh W a r ; '49 the conquest of
the Punjab ; '57 the Great Revolt. Indian events moved
swiftly in those days; heroes multiplied; and, with the
inexorable onward sweep of history, the man who had writ
his name upon one page of i t slipped out of the minds of
all save students of that particular period.
"So little is now remembered of this self-denying,
heroic officer," wrote Mrs. Colin Mackenzie in '79, and
in 191% horn much less 1 Of what avail, then, to record
the remarkable events of Eldred Pottinger's all too brief
ix
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INTERPRETATION

career in a " Life " of the usual pattern ? Considering
this, I hnve chosen rather to make it the basis of a
character study worked out through the chances and
changes of that disastrous historical drama-the
first
Afghan War.
For closer acquaintance with the man reveals a
character peculiarly well worth considering in detail by
a generation of English men and women who tend, more
and more, to set expedience above principle, and t o r a t e
personal success-however ephemeral, however attainedas a man's sole claim t o distinction.
I n the lucrative qualities, admired of a commercial age,
Eldred Pottinger was woefully lacking. H e had neither
moral adaptability nor personal push. None the less did
he achieve his hour of glory; though i t niust be confessed
he stunlbled upon i t almost in his own despite, and
certainly failed to make capital o l i t from n worldly point
of view. Pool or idealist-which you will : it all hinges
on the point of view. Yet, fool or no, " England needs
Pottingers, not place-seekers," though she only admits
that need in the hour of nationnl trouble; and, even so,
appreciates them best a t a distance or wherever her trouble
is acute. I n times of peace, when men worship the golden
calf called Business, when their souls are dwarfed by its
monetary standards, its mean and selfish expedients, England frankly prefers the man of talent to the man of
great character. His ready pliability, his keen eye t o the
main chnnce, and, above all, his tact in accepting, without seeming to perceive, his senior's commercial view of
life, make him infinitely simpler and pleasnnter t o deal
with ;while England, confident in her long-suffering Star,
justifies herself by the not unfounded reflection that when
the crisis comes, there will be no lark of " uncomfortable,
irritating heroes to pick her chestnuts out of the fire.'*
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So it ever has been ;so, no doubt, i t ever will be ; and
of such mas Eldred Pottinger, in all respects true t o type ;
though in l~irn the more effective heroism of the born
fighter was infused and mellowed by the innate, selfeffacing heroism of the man. In truth, during his short
eventful spell of Afghan service, his soldierly qualities
seldom had full scope. Those years of suffering and
fortitude, culminating in misinterpretation and injustice,
tended rather to strengthen the unquestioning religious
faith, the large nobility of soul, which he shared with
that galaxy of men-Nicholson, Outram, the Lawrences,
to name but a few-who established British rule i n t h e
Punjab, and established also an ideal of British character
that remains unshaken to this day. I t is a significant
feature of that same galaxy that none among them was
ashamed t o show forth his faith in G o d w h e t h e r t o white
men or brown-not only with his lips, but with his life.
Par from faultless, and differing widely, with all t h e
individual differences of strong natures, in this respect
they were as one man-they feared God ; but they feared
nothing else in heaven or earth.
T o this immortal company Eldred Pottinger indubitably belongs. Had the Mutiny come about earlier, o r
had he even lived through the Sikh wars, his name would
have been set beside theirs upon India's scroll of honour.
Instead-like those noble brothers, the Broadfoots and
Conollys-he died untimely and was too soon forgotten :
though that " untimely death," writes Henry Lawrence,
" adds tenderness to the interest with which we treasure
up all recollections of him."
Yet in one regard he stands apart even from these;
lacking, as he does, the slightly self-conscious, didactic
and, in some cases, narrow religiosity of the true E a r l y
Victorian type. His letters and journals are singularly
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free from that distinctive note of the period. H e had
something of the modern man's reserve in the matter of
religion; while yet the simple, selfless spontaneity of his
good impulses links him rather with the earlier pioneer
saints of Christendom : not the devotees of hair shirt,
knotted cord and morbid self-abasement; but t h e type
inimitably etched by Coventry Patmore in a passage worth
quoting since it portrays with singular felicity the inmost
nature of the man"The ' Saint ' has no fads. You may live in the
same house with him and never find out t h a t he is
not a sinner like yourself; unless you rely on negative proofs, or obtrude lax ideas on him, and 80
provoke him to silence.
On the whole he will
give you an ngrceuble impression of general inferiority
to yourself. You must not, however, presume on
this inferiority so far as to offer him an affront : for
he will be sure to answer you with some quiet, unexpected remark, showing a presence of mind-arising,
I suppose, from the presence of God-which will
make you feel you have struck a rock and only shaken
your own shoulder. If you compel him to speak
about religion he will probably surprise and
scandalize you by the childishness of his tl~oughts."

...

'

$

'
'

,,
I

.

'

And here is the conclusion of the whole matter-

" The Saint does everything that any other decent
person does ; only somewhat better and with a totally
different motive."
In those two words you have the keynote of the whole.
However humanly faulty, or fallible in action, yet from
tirst to last, purity of motive stamped and revealed t h e
man. H e himself, I doubt not, is, by this time fore-

'
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damned in the eyes of a livelier generation, among whom,
too often, the old-time fear of the Lord has given place
t,o a genuine and over-mastering fear of being bored; a
conviction that virtue spells dullness and should be concealed, like a vice, from a world that must a t all costs be
amused. That the virtuous may be-and
too often aresupremely dull, is no argument in point, since their dullness arises not from the lamentable fact that they are
good ; but from the still more lamentable fact that their
goodness is nlerely negative-like themselves.
Now there is a vague general impression abroad, one
hard to be dispelled, that virtue itself is negative, and
vice positive, therefore attractive. Never was a statement so fundamentally false. The very derivation of the
word (virtue) warns us that i t is something positive,
expressing itself in action, not in mere refraining; and
when one has ventured to label a inan "Saint," there is
imperative need to insist upon this vital quality of action ;
to reiterate, even a t the risk of lapsing into a truism that
4 6 virtue is strong where character is strong; and strong
character has its perilous imperfections."
So with Eldred Pottinger ; for d l his quiet self-effacement and power of endurance, the man was a soldier in
the grnin; and as such essentially masculine, positive,
hot-blooded : a force t o be reckoned with, whatever his
environment, and a force that made for righteousness as
water makes for its own level. His courage, moral and
physical, was equal to any occasion. H e could and did
suffer all things in a resolute stillness; but he would
not suffer evil unrebuked. H e would come to no compromise with the world and its shifty standards of conduct, even were i t t o avoid friction with his seniors. In
consequence, like Nicholson-with
whom he had much
in common-he was seldom popular with those same

xiv
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seniors, and society a t large found him a dull fellow
enough.
Witness Sir John Raye's account of Calcutta's failure
t o lionize him, when he appeared there as the hero of
Heriit( 4 T h e impression he made upon society in general
was not favourable. H e was shy and reserved and
unwilling to speak of himself. H e did not realize,
in his person, his conversation or his manner, t h e i r
idea of a youthful hero, and therefore thoughtless
people were disappointed. But to the more t b u g h t ful few he appenred precisely the man from whom
such good deeds, as had made him famous, were to
be expected. Heroism tnkes many shapes. I n
Eldred Pottinger it. took the shnpe of a sturdy,
indomitable perseverance-a courage, great in resistance t o overwhelming odds; but there was nothing
showy or impetuous about it. In all these respects
the personnl nspect and demennour of the man
represented his inward qualities."

-

And it is the privilege of all who attempt the high
task of recreating such men to reveal the hidden workings
of those very inward qualities in so far as a process so
secret can be truthfully set forth.
In Eldred Pottinger's case the attempt a t recreation
has not been made easier by the man's exceeding reserve
and incapacity for self-expression; nor by the fact t h a t
many of his moat important letters and journals have
been irrevocably lost; notably the detailed journnl from
May 1837 to September 1889, which contained the sole
existing account of the Herat siege from within the walls,
All that now remains of the original are extracts given
in Sir John Kaye's history of the first Afghan War.
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The probability is that the MS. was burnt with many
other precious documents in a disastrous fire that broke
out in Kaye's rooms.
Whether or no Eldred Pottinger left a lasting mark on
the stormy history of his time is, after all, a matter of
little moment'. T h e unfinished column may yet bear the
stamp of perfection; and the man's greatness stands
assured by qualities of character, common not merely
t o his own nation and period, but t o the heroes of all
nations, for all time. And if, RS I hope to prove, his
acquaintance is worth making, simply by reason of what
h e was, the interest of his personal story is heightened
and enlarged by the fact that he was fated to play a
leading part in one of the darkest. political dramas of our
Anglo-Indian experience: a drama springing from an
initial act of injustice and thereinafter moving on, with
cumulative, grim intensity, to the inevitable end.
But no tragedy enacted by man, that "most strange
and consoling of earth's meteors," csn be so altogether
dark, that true i n e h t shall fail to discern one window
which looks to the sky.
"And have wo wept,
And have we quailed with fears?
Or 8hrunk with horror? S U ~ reword
Q
Have we, whoin knowledge crowns,Who see, t h o ' mould, the rose unfold,
m e 80~1,thro' blood and tears."
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EXPLORER
Bail and farowell l I must arise,
Leavo horo tho fattcd cattlo ;
And paint on foroign lands and skias
bly Odyssoy of battle.

Tho untented Kosmos my abodeI pass,--a willid stranger;
My Jfistrcss still the open road
And tho bright oyea of Danger.

Co~noill or woll, tho omes, tho orowr~,
Tho r~illbowor tho thundorI lling lily soul nnd body down,
For God to plough them undor.

R. L. 9.

" BEHOLD,Sahib-nestling, like a bride in the rough
embrace of the hills-Kabul, City of Orchards 1 "
The speaker, a benevolent-looking Syud from Pishin,
drew rein in speaking, and pride vibrated in his tone, as
he turned to gauge the impression made on his companion,
who had rather the aspect of a fair-skinned Afghan
merchant than of a Sahib. Only the clear Irish blue of
his eyes betrayed him and the quiet deep-toned voice
hen he made answer : "Truly a jewel among valleys,
Syud-jee: a jewel that gleams the fairer for its rugged
setting."
The Afghan nodded, well content; and there fell a
long silence, while Eldred Pottinger looked away across
the valley, his adventurous spirit stirred, not so much
by beauty seen, as by the nameless magnetism of t h e
Other Side.
Yet, for the moment, it was almost enough to realize
that at last, after seventy-five days of rough going,
hardship and hazard, he had achieved the first stage of
his journey toward the ultimate, unseen goal of his
dreams : to feast eyes and mind upon that jewel ainong
valleys wedged between granite heights that darkly challenged the blue; their scarred sunlniits loftier and more
rugged than any he had yet seen. For now the northward view culminated in towering snow-peaks of the
Hindu Rush ; peaks with which he was t o become tragicHoly mnn.
B 1
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THE H E R O OF H E R A T
ally illtilllate before his work in this stony-hearted region
was done. Exe mas destined also to see the City of
Orctlards under aspects many and terrible : but never,
surely, did lie forget t h a t first vision of her, veiled, like
sonic prda1l princess, beneath a sdri wrought in green
and silver and rose, with all the blossoms of all the fruit
trees in tile nlorld. But beneath her silver sdri this
princess was a libertine at heart; even as her women
bellind their latticed boorkhas were past mistresses in the
immemorial art of intrigue; and her men, beneath their
hospitality, courage and rough good-humour, were unequalled i n cunning, cruelty and revenge.
Kone the less, in outward seeming, no city on earth
could show fairer than Kabul in this her season of resurrection after the long dominion of snow. For beyond
the orcllards lay t h e cornfields, still pooh of jade rippled
1
9 a light mind from the north, that blows year in, year
out, giving all the trees a southward tilt. And beyond
the fields upon every ledge and terrace, vineyards, vineyards and again vineyards, set in long furrows that
ensured the young plants much of sun and little of wind.
Even up the snow-crowned slopes of the Pughman hills,
that merge into the Hindu Kush, furrow climbed beyond
furrow, till it was hard to see where cultivation ended
and wild began.
And them were gardens also, aflame with colour : the
Icing's garden upon the north side of the city; and on
the west, flower-filled terraces climbed to Bhber's tomb;
the purity of the marble gleaming undimmed from out
the dark of massed evergreens and giant planes. Below,
upon the plain, a great lake slept in silver, m d Kabul
river, drunk with new Libations from the hills, went
swirling and singing through an avenue of mulberry trees,
their Young leaves gleaming like amber in the sun.
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Only the hills overhanging the city seemed to stand
savagely aloof, black and castellated masses of rock unresponsive to the throb of life ; their lower spurs crowned,
fitly, by a grey citadel fortress, the I3ala Ilissar of all
big Afghan towns. In Kabul i t served alike for royal
palace and prison and fort. Set very high and doubly
fortified, with machicolated ramparts and bastions, it was
the one point of strength in a capital singularly delenceless, though all the near hills bristled with ineflectual
walls, by way of defence against marauding chiefs.
And Eldred Pottinger's gaze, following his thoughts,
lingered, not upon Kabul and her orchards, but upon
those same harsh overhanging hills, through which ran
the direct route t o Herat, that he must by all means be
the first of his race to tread. A t the prospect a gleam
of anticipation lightened his grave eyes, and he turned
eagerly upon the good friend who had led him in safety
through the wild districts between Kabul and Pishin.
"How long, think you, must I tarry in your City of
Orchards before i t is possible to push on across the
Hazara highlands ? "
Syud Moliun Shah gravely considered the young, steadfast face. "Your Ronour's heart is set on reaching
Heriit by wny of that perilous, unfriendly country, wherein no Peringhi = hath ventured yet? "
Yes, for that very reason his Honour's heart was set
upon the daring project. I3is decisive nod signified as
much; and the Syud-not
all unacquainted 4 t h the
pertinacity of the young British officer-beamed genially,
in spite of disapproval.
"Then must the Sahib rest content to bide, yet awhile,
in Rabul City, and study t o achieve a disguise more
complete than any assumed hitherto. Give ear-0 son

'
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See Mnp at tho end.
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of heroes I-to the voice of wisdom. I n this land, if a
stranger would travel unmolested, he must be either a
holy man o r a Sahib."
"And in the Hazara country, where Sahibs come not,
he is condemned to holiness! " Pottinger inferred,
smiling. " A n art difficult to acquire."
"Nay, but for holiness of the heart your Honour
standeth already in high repute. Only t o gain knowledge
of outward forms, t h a t are the garment of the spirit, there
is need for closer study of Afghan custom and doctrine.
In this respect I would commend my proven friends, Syucl
Ahmed and Syud Hussain, honest men, both, and good
Sunnis ; Hussain, in particular, being learned in the law.
I t hat11 been told me that they have business in Herst this
summer. I f they will adventure in the Hazara region,
and if your Honour will agree t o join them, in the guise
of a Sunni Mahornedan, all may yet go well.''
" Agree? It is for your friends to agree rather, Syudjee. If they will accept t h e risk of escorting a stranger,
unpractised and clumsy a t concealment, I can only prove
my gratitude by studying t o make that risk as slight as
may be. F o r yourself, my friend, I know not how t o
requite your unfailing care and service in these two
weeks. "
"Nay, nay, Sahib, that is a trifling matter," the good
man protested, genuinely moved. "It is but as a bucket
of water from the deep well of my desire t o be counted
a true friend of the English and find favour in the eyes
of their Government. On reaching Kabul, if your
Honour permit, I g o a t once to the good Nawab Jubbur
Khan. If there be one corner of Afghanistan where men
of your race be welcome, it is dt the Court of Dast
Mahomed Khan, Amir-i-Kabir."
The great Amir.

EXPLORER
Pottinger nodded, well content. "Even so I have
heard. Let us go forward then, without more delay.
But remember, no word of rny further journey, save Im
those I shall join."
"Pear not, Sahib. In all other company I am dumb
as a week-old corpse ! Let us go on.''
They went on accordingly : a shabby cavalcade of hill
ponies and baggage mules, so much the worse for travel
that they could scarce achieve the last few miles. And
Eldred Pottinger, riding ahead along the narrow track,
forgot the ~ c h eof weariness in his limbs because of the
high hope in his heart.
Two months earlier he had left, without a pang, such
society and civilizntion as obtained on the Sindh frontier
in the first year of Victoria's reign, and fared forth towards Afghanistan and adventure by the little-known
Beloochistan route, which, in those restless days of expansion, was reckoned the road to fame.
But of the last Eldred Pottinger dreamed not a t all.
The spell of the North-west Border country, and the true
explorer's zest for the unknown-these had been the spurs
that pricked him forw~rdupon a year-long journey of
uncertain issue, but of cerkain hardship, hazard and
banishment from his kind.
His first step northward had been achieved by an
exchange from the Bombay Artillery into the Kutch
Irregular Horse. Here cavalry experience had been
added to gunnery practice ; and he had gone through the
mill of frontier outpost duty, a mill unrivalled then, as
now, ,for conjuring raw boys into soldiers of the first
quality. IIere, too, he had come into close contact with
his uncle, Colonel Henry Pottinger, then Resident in
Kutch: a political of high character, already marked
for distinction. H e knew and approved young Eldred's
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spirit of enterprise. His own had lured him in a like
direction thirteen years before. But much valuable work
still remained to be done, work for which this hotheaded, lion-hearted nephew of his seemed supre~rrelywell
equipped.
So i t had come about that in the foregoing summer
Eldred had profiered his services for exploring and surveying the countries west of t h e Indus, in a formal
application endorsed by a sincere tribute from his Commandant. "If my estimate of his character, after long
acquaintance, be not incorrect," wrote Captain Ward, " I
should say he is peculiarly fitted for t h e employnlent he
covets by a natural and ardent desire for travelling, cornbined with much patience and temper in the endurance
of many and severe privations."
And a man had need
of patience in those leisurely days when a letter posted
in July did not receive Government sanction till October,
and when the addition of a few needful instruments involved another three months' delay. But there had been
much to do and think of during the hours ofT duty, which
mere few : Pushtoo and Persian to be studied; routes t o
be discussed and mapped out with the uncle who loved
him as a father, and whose own book published ten years
earlier had fired his zeal t o go and do likewise whenever
opportunity offered.
And now, behold, the dream translated into reality;
the subaltern into an explorer, armed, secretly, with
books and instruments for so much of military surveying
as could be achieved without risk of detection. There,
a t his feet, lay Kabul in her spring sbri. Pour or five
weeks should see him at Heriit; and once there-all Asia
lay before him. Could heart of man ask no re? T h e
call of the Road, voiceless vet insistent, the clorv of g o i n ~

EXPLORER
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on, that works like madness in the blood, was strong upon
him. Prom boyhood onward he had felt himself brother
in spirit t o the restless army of pioneers, the makers of
Greater .Britain. For him, as for them, the skyline was
at once a challenge and a lure: a " voice as bad as conscience " whispering: I am here. Come and find me.
And now, after ten years of zealous, uneventful service
in Artillery and Irregular Horse, Fate had given him
his chance.
W h a t he would make of it remained to be seen. But
there was that in the mien of the bearded Gunner subaltern
which augured well for any project of his undertaking.
The blue eyes and warm brown of the beard-temporarily
darkened with colour juice-belonged
to a soldierly
temper ; high-spirited, passionate; a great fighter in the
making. Even at six-and-twenty the spirit that could
so dare and so endure brooded in t h e grave tenderness
of the eyes. The-discerning could read promise of it in
the resolute under lip ; in the brow's commanding nobility
and breadth, half hidden though it was beneath the
folds of his turban. T h e undiscerning saw him only as
a sturdy-looking subaltern, too shy and reserved for
carpet uses, and far less a t home between four walls than
in camp o r jungle-a man one would more readily appeal
to a t a crisis than invite to dinner. And assuredly the
first would have been more to his taste. In the past two
months he had neither sat a t a dinner table, nor used a
fork, nor spoken with one of his own mce. But he was
not the man to quarrel with trifling drawbacks, and these
things were in the bond.
Following the way of the river, he and his party entered
Kabul through the south gate, a mere narrowing of rocks
to a defile, whereby t h e river enters also and flows
through the length of the city, which still lay some way
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ahead. Another mile of gardens, and lo1 the Char
Chutta, a t that time still a remarkable remnant of Ali
Merdan Khan's grand hnzanr. The four covered streets,
each one hundred and fifty feet long, were built of unburnt brick and roughly frescoed in red, purple and
green, their cnrven shop-fronts staclted with wonders of
embroidery and jewellery, guns and c h ~ i nar~riour, rugs
and furs; earthen jars for water drinkers, and for teadrinkers great pots of iron, in which the Afghan delights
to stew- i t with salt and ghee. The space between was
thronged, as of custom, with men from all parts of Asia,
with horses, dogs, camels and strayed fowls. For
Afghans, like the French, have their own cheerful, casual
life of t h e street. Iced drinks were tossed off, kabobs
prepared and eaten, there in the midst of the noisy stream
of life t h a t flows through every great bazaar in Asia.
It had been settled that Pottinger should wait at the
serdi while the Syud went on to sce the Aniir and arrange
for a suitable lodging. H e was not gone long; and in
his absence the others amused themselves bargaining and
drinking faloda-a
delectable wheat jelly mixed with
sherbet and snow. Presently he brought word that any
British officer would be welcome in the house of Namab
.Tubbur Khan, brother of the Amir. One traveller was
there already: reputed French. So to the house of
Jubbur Khan they went; down a mean and dirty lane,
through a great gate into a courtyard gay with flowers
and enclosed by a two-storied building of the most primitive pattern. Not a pane of glass or a fireplace had ever
been seen in Kabul; but such comforts as the house
afforded were very much at Pottinger's service, and
welcome enough after the rough and tumble of the road.
In the rooms that mere to be his he mas greeted by
the "French officer," who turned out to be Harlan, the
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clever, unscrupulous American adventurer, formerly
physician t o the Lion of Lahore, and now in the employ
of D6st Mahomed Khan. T o Pottinger's surprise, he
wore English clothes, and-still more amazing-gave him
an English dinner, such as he had not eaten since leaving
Rutch. Better than all were the cigars that followed
and the joy of speaking in his own tongue. Like most
egoists, Harlan was a ready talker : and the tale of his
crazy adventures lost nothing in the telling.
It was all sufficiently new and amusing t o Pottinger,
who could no more have dilated upon his own doings for
two hours a t a stretch than have bidden the sun stand
still, When it was over he slept in luxury upon a string
" charpoy " for the first time in seventy-six days.
And Kabul's ruler slept also in the fullness of power,
untroubled by foreknowledge that the days were a t hand
when the greater nation t o which he looked confidently
for help should, in terrible fashion, accept his figurative
invitation t o consider himself and his country as its own.
Yet were the hidden makers of drama already a t work;
the theatre set; the prologue prepared ; and with the
entrance of Eldred Pottinger into Kabul, the first actor
had appeared upon the scene,

FORthe better part of three months Eldred Pottinger
stayed in t h e house of Nawab Jubbur Khnn, an Afghan
of greater foresight, depth and moderation than any of
the Barakzai brothers-not excepting the Amir.
Owing to a break in Pottinger's journal the reasons for
this long delay are not quite clear. No doubt Mny was
too early for crossing the Hazara highlands; and there
was need-as Mohun Shah had said-for closer study of
the l a n g u q e , life and customs of the Afghans, t o say
nothing of t h e religion he must now assume; n form of
mockery so distasteful to him that he had kept clear of
it hitherto. Meantime, though delay might be irksome,
it gave him leisure t o make friends with his new comrades
of the road ; t o elaborate maps and fill in later items of
the route. Letters also, long and detailed, must be
written to t h e uncle whose devotion he returned with
interest ; to younger brothers in Bombay and Bengal ; and
to Mount Pottinger, County Down, the happy-go-lucky
Irish home whence he had set out ten years earlier with
intent t o conquer the world I T h e despatching of these
wns a costly and uncertnin business ; the Kasid * demanding
his six or eight rupees in advance, and the letters' ultimnte
fnte hanging upon the Oriental's misty sense of tilne and
responsibility. This had been brought home to him by
an incident on the upward march through Sindh ; when one
of his Afghan compnnions-n non-commissioned officer
Runner.
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returning home on leave41ad received a t the hands of a
clansrnan a travelled scrap of paper, which had been
pursuing him at random for over two years.
But, risk or no, letters must be despatched on the bare
chance that some day they would arrive somewhere : and
a t times the big, lone heart of the man shrank, in prospect, from the spells of desolation ahead, when month
might follow month without bringing him a word from
friends in India or from those he loved a t home. Himself
an only child, left motherless a t two years old, his father's
second wife had taken him into her heart as one of her
own. T h e step-relation a t Mount Pottinger had nothing
about i t that was not beautiful. No distinctions mere
recognized there. Indeed, Mrs. Pottinger appears to
have loved none among her own eight children more
tenderly than the strong, high-spirited, self-forgetful boy
who, from first to last, was as true a son to her as mother
ever had.
Glimpses of those early days, though few and meagre,
aptly foreshadow the man. Mrs. Pottinger found the
lovable four-year-old Eldred n source of comfort, never
to be forgotten, during her husband's long absences in
his yacht; an extrnvagnnce that, like many others, had
to be forgone when children multiplied and ill-advised
speculations failed one after the other, till the impoverished landowner was driven to leave Mount Pottinger
for a house more in keeping with his straitened means.
These, by now, consisted mainly of the rentals from a
certain Rilrnore estate, left to him by his first wife in
trust for her son; and, from all accounts, as woefully
ill-managed as the main of his affairs.
Family letters and comments leave an impression that
Eldred Pottinger owed little either to the influence or
character of a father, as lively and ta1ent.ed as he was
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extravagant and irresponsible; unless, indeed, on the
principle that "out of example is wrought not riierely
the impulse to imitate, but often a ass ion ate realization
of the advantage of another way." Or it nlay be t h a t
the spirit of his unknown mother lived again in her son ;
seeing that his self-denial, tenderness and forbearance
toward the crowd of small brothers and sisters appears
to have dated from nursery days. Even then i t was
found that he could keep a secret better than most grown
people; and if the interests of others were concerned,
wild horses would not dram i t from him.
Very early, too, it was evident that, with all the boy's
aptitude for book knowledge, the inmost desire of his
heart mas towards foreign travel and military adventure.
At Addiscombe the fact that he "took a good place
in his class" went for little. It was the courage, uprightness and manly bearing of the fourteen-year-old
cadet t h a t gained the adnliration of his fellows. One
only besetting fault gave him any lasting trouble: a
temper quiclc and passionate as that of Nicholson or t h e
Lawrences themselves ; and no less sturdily combated, till
the years brought some measure of control. Fanlily
tradition has it that while a t Addiscombe he invented
some new form of shell and daringly exploded it, t o t h e
disnlay of the authorities and the peril of those who
shared the fun. Invention o r mere mischief, there was
good promise in either. But the significance of the incident lies deeper. Though others were implicated,
Gentleman-Cadet Pottinger took on hinuelf all responsibility for the breach of college rules, and tried t o bear
all the punishment. It went near to cost him his commission, yet nothing mould induce him to reveal the names
of his friends.
And so on to India as a subaltern of artillery, which
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arln of the service has for a hundred years kept the
name of Pottinger upon its rolls. Here the challenge of
the horizon and an eager longing for active employment
speedily drew him northward, not without good results,
as has been seen.
Three brothers and n sister had followed him to India ;
while he hiniself-his
tramp royal achieved-looked
forward keenly t o the deliberate homeward voyage, and
glad reunion with the mother he had parted from as a
boy of sixteen. But that lay two years ahead, a t the
most hopeful computation. What mould those years
bring Forth ?
His own serious nature and much talk with his uncle
had given him a wider understanding of matters political
than the soldier of six-and-twenty is apt to possess. He
knew that Colonel Pottinger-least
fanciful of menanticipated frontier complications a t no distant date;
that his keen penetration detected the hidden element of
danger in Lord Auckland's pacific scheme for opening
the river Indus to British enterprise and encouraging
our commerce with Afghanistan. It is a truism of
imperial history that commerce spells politics, and politics
war, be the olive brancli never so assiduously waved : and
in this case the friendly passages between Viceroy and
Aniir were genuine enough.
D6st Mahorned Khan, Chief of Kabul and of the strong
tribe of Baraltzai, had greeted the new Governor after
the fashion of his kind : " 'l'he field of niy hopes, which
had before been chilled by the cold blast of wintry times,
has, by the happy tidings of your lordship's arrival,
become the envy of the Garden of Paradise.
Coinrnunicate t o me whatever may suggest itself to your
wisdom for the settlement of the affairs of this country,
I
that i t may serve as a rule for my guidance.

...
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hope your lordship will consider me and my country as
your own."
Lord Auckland had sent nnswer, also nfter his kind,
assuring the Amir of his wish t o see the Afghans "a
flourishing and united nation." But of personal advice
no word, beyond the mild protest : "My friend, you are
aware that it is not the practice of the British Government
to interfere with the agairs of other independent States."
Words writ in all good faith, if ever words were. W a r
with Afghanistan was the last thing the new Governor
dreamed of or desired. Timid, cautious and well-meaning, his five years of office seemed to him a sublime
opportunity for dispensing justice and happiness to t h e
people under his charge. But the curse of the unstable
was upon him ; and, upon India, a spirit of unrest t h a t
augured ill for visions of the vine and fig-tree order. T h e
whole political atmosphere was a-flutter with portents n o t
lightly to be disregarded; and of these the most disturbing came from the far north-west-eternal storm-quarter
of India's horizon. Sir John McNeill, British minister
in Teheran, wrote anxiously of a threatened RussoPersian advance on Herlt-"
the Gate of India." I n
which event, said scaremongers, the city must fall, a n d
the whole fertile valley become a base for further advance
on Afghanistan and India.
Be this as it might-Russian gold and Russian officers
in Persia's army mere facts not to be blinked. But t h e
whole affair seemed very misty, very remote. Calcutta
considered it officially, with a detached interest, untroubled by prevision of tragedy to come : while in England hIcNcill's rousing pamphlet on Russia's progress in
the East set a score of pens and tongues running upon
the subject in all its bearings, possible and impossible.
The shadow of Napoleon's eagles gave
t o the
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shadow of the Bear. The "Russian bogey" was born.
Then, as now, there were many minds upon the matter;
but on two points sceptic and fanatic were in unison:
the need of knowledge more intimate concerning Central
Asian geography, and of an Afghan alliance more firmly
knit. It was in these days that Lord Auckland bethought
him of that peaceful " comnlercial mission " to Kabulthe prologue of a drama that should teach him terrible
things. It was in these days also-the summer of '36that Eldred Pottinger's cherished plan had taken definite
shape. But with the ill-starred Kabul mission he had no
concern-as yet.
The Governor-General's choice of an agent was a
natural one enough. Captain Alexander Burnes, Political
Assistant at Kutch, was already a traveller of note and
a personal friend of the Amir. A man of brains,
resource and restless ambition, he was of those in whom
desire outstrips discretion, and prejudice judgment-conditions fatal to political work of the first order. But the
mission was commercial-in name a t least; and Burnes
was the last authority on trans-Indus countries. H e had
published a book, something of an event in those days.
R e had been flattered by London hostesses, and even
bidden to Windsor ; heady diet for a young Inan of volatile temper, with a fine natural conceit of himself and a
breezy disregard for ideas other than his own. T o
Colonel Pottinger-a political officer of rare skill and
judgment-his brilliant assistant had proved a thorn in
the flesh. But for the older man's astonishing forbearance the other's flagrant oficial liberties might well have
recoiled upon his own head; and as it was, the Government orders of November 1836 can hardly have been
more welcome to Burnes than t o his long-suffering chief.
Before the month was at an end the former had started
C
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for Kabul via Sindh. And in February '87 Eldred
Pottinger set out for the same destination uia
13eloochistan.
A t the moment there appeared small kinship between
the two events; nor did either expedition seem charged
with historic significance. Yet that double journey
northward mas as the tuning up of instruments in a
theatre that had all Afghanistan for stage, and for
auditorium the major nations of earth. F o r t h e two
men also, in that spring of 1887, the hour of destiny had
struck, though they "heard not the bell-"

Tanouououi~the weeks that followed his departure from
Butch, Eldred Pottinger experienced to the full the
delights and drawbacks of pioneer travel dear t o the
heart of five-and-twenty, rich in hazard and adventure
as it was. Mounted on a camel, and roughly disguised
as a Brahui from the Belooch border country, he rode
hopefully forth upon that February morning; his companions, three non-comlnissioned native officers, all, like
himself, on special leave. They travelled lightly, without
tents, trusting to clear skies or wayside shrines for the
night's rest. Their road lay across the salt deserts of
Sindh and the Beloochistan passes; on through Quetta
to Randahar and Kabul; and thence on again, so far as
might be, into the heart of untmvelled Asia.
A t the outset Pottinger's disguise was of the thinnest.
H e had not so much as darkened his skin or dyed his
beard. But it soon trnnspired that there was need of
precaution more stringent; for a white face was still
dreaded by the men of Sindh, jealous for their country's
integrity, and mindful of warnings spoken by a Hindu
merchant in the days when John Company rose to power
on the ruins of Mahratta thrones.
" This tribe," said he, " never begin as friends without
ending as enemies and seizing the country which they
entered with the most amicable professions."
The
shrewd one passed away, but men remembered his words ;
and when nurnes openly explored the Indus in 1830, a
holy man on the bank flung up his hands in dismay,
C 2
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crying : '' Sindh is now gone l T h e English have seen
the river, that is the road to its conquest.''
Gone indeed I Already Sikh and British rulers coveted
command of that king among rivers; already the last
struggle for independence was at hand. For alter Burnes
came Eldred Pottinger, who, at the little frontier town
of Wanga, narrowly escaped detection and frustration
of his heart's desire. In spite of precautions the venturesome four found thenlselves challenged for passports
they had never troubled to procure. Explanations proved
futile ;their guns were seized, their saddle-bags examined,
and only by skilful distribution of Pottinger's tell-tale
belongings about their own persons did they succeed in
disarming suspicion and recovering the guns. Better
still, on the plea of foraging for their camels they won
leave t o sleep without the gates. Here they set up a
rough encampment, with sacks and camel saddles, under
the lee of a wall, and slept soundly in defiance of wind
and rain.
But early, very early, before the day-star had melted
in the fire of dawn, Pottinger had arisen and shaken his
three comrades wide awake. In the chill grey light,
saddle-bags were pncked and camels hurriedly loaded ;
and by the time the sun looked over the rim of the desert,
Wanga lay miles behind-a blur in the far-off haze t h a t
merged blue and brown in one.
By the first big patch of jungle they turned aside
among the trees to smoke and re-load a t leisure.
Abdullah and Edul Khan dismounted first. The latter
had caught the nose-rein of Pottinger's mount and
adjured the Son of Kings t o kneel, when lo I a snarl, such
as only a camel could perpetrate, and a yell of anguish
from Abdullah, whose beast had him by the shoulder
and was shaking him viciously, as a dog shakes a r a t .
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In a flash all was confusion and a great shouting.
Edul Khan flew to the rescue, brandishing his hookah
bottom, which he broke over the brute's head. Pottinger's camel sprang up like a bent twig released, while
Allah Dad Khan-whose beast was on its fore-kneesrolled bodily ofT, and, with the end of his matchlock
barrel, tilted valiantly at the enemy's eye. I t was all a
matter of seconds ; breathless, vociferous seconds.
Pottinger, freed from his cloak, was in the act of
by
leaping from the saddle when Abdullah-inspired
terror-turned sharply round and fixed his teeth in the
flesh of his tormentor's nose. That clinched matters.
With a sound between a snarl and a groan the enemy
released his hold, and, thanks to the thickness of cloak
and posh teen,' the Afghan's skin was not broken ; whereat
he nodded in grave satisfaction.
"By Allah's will and the power of mine own jaw,"
said he, " I have left a finer mark on that devil's spawn
than he hath left on me."
" WeA-illah-a
bold man of his teeth I " Edul Khan
applauded, with satiric gusto. "But who pnyeth for my
new hookah bottom ? "
H e brandished the corpse untlcr the muzzled one's
contemptuous nose; and the incident ended in a shout
of laughter, that broke down barriers of colour and creed
as only laughter can.
But real friendliness with companions so ignorant, so
fanatical and ill-tempered was no easy matter for an
Englishman of good breeding. Their moral obtuseness
and unclean habits repelled him; and their incredible
stupidity put n severe strain upon a temper he had hoped
to tame by the hard living and lean fare of the jungle.
Then there were those minor miseries that tyrannize by
1
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sheer recurrence-greasy,
ill-cooked meals, brick-dust tea
for stimulant; the hookah in place of pipe and cheroots.
For Eldred Pottinger mas no fancy-dress explorer. H e
had mnde no provision for t h e lusts of the flesh. AS his
comrades fared, so he must fare-or
go without; and
in t h e first few weeks he more often went without. Only
with the hookah he persevered, in the vain hope that
habit might breed enjoyment. Life without tobacco in
some form seemed unthinkable; and he had known many
an old Company's officer who preferred his hookah t o his
pipe after mess. H e mnde a fair fight for it. But the
hookah triumphed; leaving him to endure, as best h e
might, the prospect of days unsolaced and evenings
unblest.
I n the meantime his fair skin, book learning and
unobtrusive asceticism conspired to earn him a reputation
for saintliness; and his companions, keenly alive t o t h e
value of holiness as a practical asset, congratulated themselves on the peculiarities of the Sahib. He himself
guessed nothing till the guide-engaged
t o pilot t h e m
across the trans-hdus country-prostrated himself before
t h e supposed Syud and saluted his foot, covering P o t tinger wilh confusion and causing the Afghans t o smile
discreetly in their beards.
This was on the fourth morning of March; a n d r i g h t
before them lay the Indus, raging under the lash of a
gale from the north. Here they found a crowd of fellowwanderers patiently awaiting their chance to cross; fragments of earth, no more able to resist the eterrlal l a w
of motion than desert-dust under foot or star-dust in the
ultimate beyond; whole families migrating or returning,
their worldly goods rolled in red cotton quilts o r knotted
in l h e bundles quaintly protuberant ; herdsmen shepherding distruuglit cattle; merchants with their bales; and in

-
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the midst of them one lonely, purposeful British officer,
his will driving him toward one goal, his destiny toward
another; n o uncommon event among the children of men.
Four barges heaved and fell, straining a t their ropes,
while Pottinger and his comrades maneuvred and persuaded their rebellious camels on board. T h e crossing
that followed was dangerous work and bitter cold in the
teeth of a gale that soon brought rain. T o crown all,
they grounded two hundred yards from t h e shore, to
which they must wade through Itnee-deep mud and water,
while darkness rolled up out of the east like s banner
unfurled.
Wet, cold and hungry as they were, camels must be
loaded and a night's lodging found. T h e dusk ahead
showed no friendly glimmer, and the guide-having
secured two rnpees in advance-disclainled all knowledge
of the road with the engaging modesty of his kind. SO
they went forward a t random behind a party who had
crossed with them, the modest hirel~ngfor form's sake
leading the way.
Before long all were a t a standstill. Women fell to
whimpering, men to swearing; and Allah Dad Khan,
past-master of Asiatic invective, consigned the misbegotten offspring of a pig to Jehannum, where his noseless mother and sisters were, without doubt, causing
blood feuds among the sons of perdition. T h e guide,
sure of his Lwo rupees, retaliated in kind ; and Pottinger
saw that unless h e asserted himself the fluent interchange
of compliments might g o on till damn. T h e plight of
the women and children afflicted his chivalrous soul; and
conquering his reluctance t o attract attention, he
silenced the combatants with the scathing comment t h a t
as none of them seemed ahle to find a wag, he, a
stranger, would do what he could; let those follow who
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chose. Quiet words, quietly spoken; but the note of
decision had its effect. T h e wettest and weariest took
heart of grace, little dreaming that the stranger of the
deep-toned voice and reputed holiness was but a Feringhi
subaltern exercising his racial instinct for leadership and
resource.
In due time they reached a cannl declared unsafe for
crossing except by established fords. There were lights
opposite, and the sound of men's voices; and with one
accord they shouted to those favoured ones for help.
The favoured ones, being dry and warm, cared nothing
for their plight ;and the guide, for very shame, floundered
into unknown depths, praying that Allah might direct
his going in the way.
But Allah was not so minded; and a t the third step
forward the man dropped shrieking into a hole. T h e r e
mas a general halt and a shout of dismay. Pottinger
hauled him, dripping and spluttering, t o the surface.
"It is plain thou Itnowest not the ford," said he. " I
will find it for myself. Let the rest come on."
But neither persuasion nor example would induce them
to stir ; and Eldred Potthger, heartily sick of their
stupidity, went on alone. Nor did one man among t h e m
follow, till a shout assured them h e had hit on the ford ;
and five minutes later they were all scrambling pell-mell
up the farther bank. Here their journey ended in n
rough open shed, which Pottinger and his friends h a d
leave to share with six other men, one woman, three
children and two bullocks. A log fire dried the clothes
upon their bncks while they ate their fill of coarse bread
washed down with butter-milk, and, according t o young
Eldred's journal, " finished the evening tolerably well.)'
Three days later brought them to the gate of Shikarpore; and after harassing search they cast ancllor in a
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and shivered for near a week, in defiance of quinine.
Then came respite and prostration, the which h e disregarded, peremptorily demanding colour-juices and
clothes in which he might venture abroad. They brought
him a shirt and wide trousers of coarse white cloth, a
lungi for lrummerbund, another for turban, and rough
laced boots. They brought news also that the Afghan
merchants had combined to form a lcafila,' starting in a
few days; and the Sahib must see that i t would be well
t o travel thus through the wilds of a country where men
live not by patient tilling of the soil, but by prowess of
matchlock and sword. Yes, the Sahib saw; though for
himself he would sooner have marched unhampered and
taken his chance.
Followed a week of complications and delays maddening to one of British temper; then, in the cool half-light
before dawn, they started-a motley assortment of rnerchants, travellers and a host of poor families, glad to
return home in stalwart company.
Pottinger endured the new departure with his wonted
stoicism. But the delays and deviations of his soldier
friends were as nothing to the vagaries of this noisy
Afghan crowd that straggled and loitered through thirty
miles of unhealthy jungle ; halting on the least provocation; courting, in pure stupidity, the very dangers i t
most desired to avoid. Happily for all, the 13elooch
marauders were engaged elsewhere; and after two days
of marching-interleaved
with three of lounging by the
way-the
forty-mile stretch of desert lay before them,
grey and lifeless as the face of a corpse. No billows
here, no ripples of mind-blown sand as in Rikaneer and
Rajputana. But only mile upon mile of pathless waste;
1
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level as a lnke, bare as the blue above, save for the fnint
line of route marked out by t h e feet of wayfarers and
the bones of those whose kismet had been evil.
Two leisurely night marches, under a moon of unearthly
brilliance, brought them to the oasis-a fort, a couple of
wells, a clurnp of trees; and here the prospect of further
delay brought Pottinger's endurance to an end.
Boldly uprising in the far north-west, n niisty blue
vision of mountains flung him the old irresistible challenge ;and shaking off the lethargy of fever, he persuaded
a small party of Afghans, impatient as himself, t o push
on that very night towards Bagh, where the plains of
Upper Sindh merge into the foothills of the Brahooick
range.
They marched from dusk to dawn, covering thirty-six
miles, and breakfasting among the awakening fields and
gardens of &gh.
A brief rest here, impera-kive as it;
was welcome; for intermittent fever was sapping Pottinger's strength. Less welcome by far was the discovery
that word had gone before him of a Sahib travelling up
from Sindh to Kandahar. How the news had g o t
abroad he could not conceive; so secret had been his
preparations, so great his anxiety to avoid any contretemps of the kind. But the thing being done, he decided
to avoid Randahar and take the more direct r o u t e to
Kabul across the Toha Pass, still wondering vexedly
whose indiscretion he had to thank for an annoyance t h a t
might prove serious a t a later stage of his journey.
Enlightenment came sooner than he looked for.
Seventeen miles from Biigh they fell in with t h e encampment of Allah Dad's clan, faring north-west lilie
the rest of the world a t this season of almond blossom
and young corn. The whole moving village nras compact
of primitive black blanket tents, still fan1iliar to officers
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on the north-west frontier ; and here the chief made them
welcome, alter his kind, with salutations and embraces,
and such a royal meal as they had not eaten for days,
ceremoniously set out upon a couple of coarse towels
mottled with the stains of years. Thereafter followed
kalvans for smokers; drums, music, dancing and an
undercurrent of talk.
In the course of this last it transpired that the chief's
son had visited Butch in November and there fell in with
Burnes, who told him that the Duffadar would shortly
be coming up-country with a Sahib to Kandnhar; to all
of which Pottinger listened outwardly unconcerned, inwardly fuming. Such flagrant carelessness, in the face
of his clearly expressed wish that the whole matter should
be kept secret, puzzled and annoyed beyond measure this
most inward of Irishmen, noted from boyhood for his
power to keep a still tongue in his head, above all where
the interests of others were concerned. What possible
motive Burnes could have had in multiplying a fellowexplorer's difficulties and dangers i t was hard to conoeive; jealousy, perhaps, not uncommon between "two
of a trade "; or n grudge against the uncle visited on
the nephew ; or again, most probably, mere constitutional
leakiness, from which the elder man had already suffered
much, and was fated to suffer more before the end of the
chapter.
Pottinger allowed himself two nights' rest with the
friendly Sirdar ; and at daylight on March the 28th set
out to cross the passes into the valley of Pishin, his party
smelled by the chief's son, Juma Khan, and a couple of
matchlockmen for guides.
Here, among the stony-hearted Afghan hills, hardships of a new order awaited him : days of toiling u p rocky
1
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paths, slipping and stumbling among the pet)bles and
boulders of torrent-beds; days of blinding glare, of incessant feud between sun and wind ; nights when the last
triumphed so mightily that no fire could live in the open ;
and that meant going empty to rest-such rest as a man
may hope f o r wrapped in a poshteen and blanket on a
wind-whipped hill-top of Afghanistnn. And through it
all Eldred Pottinger must contrive t o steer a mildly
remonstrant camel, whose every leg seemed animated
with n perverse will of its own; t o make notes nnd rough
sketches of t h e route, nnd to imbibe as much information as could be gained without asking direct questionsthat would belie his Asiatic dress.
On the lust day of March they fought their way across
t h e Pass in the teeth of a hurricane, and a t nightfall
dropped down where they stood, too numbed and footsore
to bestir themselves, though the reward were fire and
food. Four days and nights the gale raced nnd roared,
buffeting them without mercy; so that even afoot the
stoutest went in danger of being blown from the path.
T h e fourth night found them on the plain of Mastung,
in a traveller's h u t of the darkest and dirtiest, but a t
least a shelter from the rain that fell in torrents with the
passing of t h e gale.
Day broke blue and clear, and the high-road to E h e l ~ t
promised miles of smooth going for the camel people,
whose feet had been cruelly cut in crossing the hills.
Pottinger's own feet were blistered; but in pity t o the
laden beasts he insisted on wnllring the greater part of
each march, and made his men follow suit, to their
obvious surprise and disgust. Edul Khan-whose temper
had been o u t of gear for many days-sulked openly, and
treated Pottinger with a covert impertinence hard t o be
endured. F o r a while prudence curbed the Englishman's
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temper. But seeing that silence seemed rather to breed
rancour, he spoke in private to the Duffadar and Juma
Khan. The former shook his head and tugged ruefully
at his beard.
" Hazih, it is an ill business. The Captain Sahib
thought highly of the man; so I feared to speak of his
eviI nature lest i t be esteemed backbiting., But his
Jemadar bade me keep close watch over him lest harm
befall. "
Here was an unlooked-for trouble worse than the horseplay of the elements; and Pottinger swore under his
breath.
" I n God's name, man, why did you not speak to me ?
I would never have taken hi had I known."
Allah Dad folded his hands in mute apology. "For
that very reason, Haziir, the door of my lips was loclc~d.
Had he ever suspected that through word of mine service
was lost to him, I might have eaten bread one week-two
weeks-no more."
H e stated the fact quite simply. For him it was
obvious as the course of a dropt stone; and in spite of
hot vexation Pottinger smiled.
" Not a pleasant prospect, Allah Dad I But the present
one's damned unpleasant for me. What are the fellow's
grievances ? Dost know ? "
" H e was wroth a t leaving the Kajila, and also at the
Sahib's order concerning the camels. IIe hath sworn to buy
a tattoo ' as Mastung and ride whenever it pleaseth him."
" Bismillah! I t is time he should know who is master.
Bring his Khanship to me."
" Haziir, have a care. H e is an ill man to cross."
" F o r that cause I have already ignored his ill-humour
too long. Bring him at once. Hukum hai."
a I0 is an order.
Pony

'
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Magic words that even Edul Khan dared not disregard,
though undoubtedly he looked " an ill man to cross " as
he stood before his subaltern scowling at vacancy, sullen
defiance in every line of him. T h e snarl with which he
answered the first plain question as to the cause of his
behaviour had the effect of flint striking flint; but weeks
of hard-won self-control stood Pottinger in good stead.
"It seems thou art not the strong man Captain Ward
Sahib took thee for," he said sternly, but without heat.
" A few marches afoot and thou canst no farther. W h a t
is this I hear of buying a tattoo at Mastung? "
" True talk. I choose not t o walk because fools regard
camels' feet before their own. After Mastung-I ride."
"Not with my leave."
"Then without i t l " Edul Khan flashed out fiercely.
i L
I am in mine own country."
"But still in Government service, and under my
orders."
" NeverLheless-I
choose to ride."
Defiance smouldered in the man's black eyes, and t h e
insolent swagger of his tone goaded Pottinger to fury.
" Ride to Jehannum and broil there l " he flung out
fiercely. " I keep not a loochal and badaat in my
employ. If you disobey my orders we travel by different
roads."
"Better for both, belike l " sneered the Afghan, his
hand at his belt. '' Since leaving Rutch my stomach
hath been ~urfeitedwith hardships and ill feeding. I
will endure no more. I said when taking this service
that my bread was gone."
He swung round and strode wrathfully out of the hovel
where they talked. But Pottinger, his flash of anger
past, called him back.
1
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"It is the devil in thine own heart that hath wrought
this trouble, Edu! Rhan," he said quietly. " I take away
no man's bread. Thou canlest of thine own will, and
being dissatisfied, art free to return."
" Return-Wah!
to the child's play of mock warfare
and shooting without bloodshed l Matchlocks be maneaters in mine own land, where be no police-log-praise
be to Allah-making outcry over a corpse or two. Nay,
I go not back."
But Pottinger, feeling that an open breach were impolitic in the circumstances, preserved his more placable
tone.
" If that be so," he answered, "and if thy foolishness
hath left thee, I am willing that thou should'st march
with us to-morrow."
"Rya! " l the man snapped like a vicious dog, and,
receiving no answer, flung up his head. " I have been
told to take mine own road, and by the beard of the
Prophet I take none other."
Thereat Juma Rhan and the DuEadar fell upon him
with argunlents, persuasion, threats, in fluent colloquial
Pushtoo. But the outcome was nil. Edul Rhnn's arrogance and daring increased rather; so that Pottinger had
much ado to keep his fists to himself. Once, indeed,
when the Afghan flung out a contemptuous " W a h !
T h a t Peringhi fellow is no Lat-snhib that I should eat
dirt to win his favour," Pottinger's hand went involuntarily t o his belt. But the pistols that should have been
there were rolled up safely in his bedding, or Edul Rhan
might have proved his own boast that in his country a
corpse more or less mas of no account. The arrested impulse cooled Pottinger's hot blood, and calling his champions t o order, he dismissed the offender without a word.
What.
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Left to themselves, the three took counsel in low tones.
T h e Asiatics, in their zeal, had made matters worse than
ever; and by may of reparation Juma Khan volunteered
to detain t h e rebel as long as need be at Mastung. A
tempting oaer, but Eldred Pottinger wns not the man t o
shift his own risk onto another pair of shoulders.
Then the chief's son, secretly relieved, advanced a
guileless proposition-Afghnn t o the core. It would b e
a simple matter for the Snhib to feign forgiveness, and
pacify the son of Satan by asking i t in return; then,
when all was s ~ f e l yover, t o punish him as he deserved.
But the Sahib, being troubled with a faniiliar spirit
unknon.11 to his comrades, found the proposal less simple
than it seemed.
"It is not the dastdr of my country," said he, " t o
promise one thing and perform another. The word of
an Englishman is sacred as the name of God ; and I could
not break mine even to snve my life. I see but one way
out of the dilemma. W e must hire some reliable men
who will escort him to Bhooj, wliere they will receive
payment from Captain Ward Sahib. If he refuse t o go
he is a deserter, and I shoot him on the spot. This thou
cnnst tell him from me, Allah Dad; and let him decide
one may or t h e other."
" It is nlonfully spoken, Sahib," they npplauded ; and
left him alone with his thoughts.
T h a t night, before sleeping, he recorded the incident
in his journal, adding, by may of comment: "I do not
ever remember to have had to swallow so bitter a pill as
this was to-night. I fully perceive if I choose t o beg
the scoundrel t o accompany us that he would do so. B u t
it w ~ l donly open the door to constant repetitions of
such conduct; and as I am, thank God, not totally
friendless even here, I shall not show such disrespect to

r
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myself. Juma Khan has offered to detain him here; but
this is entailing too much upon him and his tribe, and
may get them into trouble. Besides, I have told Edul
Khan too much of my plans to let him go loose ns an
enemy. So I see no resource, if he still continue8
obstinate, but the pistol."

RAITILY
for Eldrcd Pottingcr he was sparcd lhe hateful necessity of shooting a i'ellow I I I U ~a t sight. I n the
morning Allah Dad brought word that the devil had gone
out of Edul Khan; but to start that day would be impossible, since the Sahib's black camel had gone dead lame.
T h e calamity proved a happy one. Pottinger was not
sorry for a chance to rest and improve his Pushtu; and
it occurred t o him that a passing penitence might serve
as pretext t o rid himself of Edul Khan without risk or
friction. Since marching disngreed with him he should
have leave t o spend a month among his own people, with
strict injunctions to rejoin thcir party a t Kandahar,
where Pottinger intended that he sliould find instead-no
party, but an order for his return t o Dhuj ! A mild
deception not t o be cavilled at, in the circumstances; since
a fresh outbreak a t a more critical juncture m i g h t wreck
his plans for good. The proposal wns broached; and i t
transpired that Edul Khan llimself had been about to
suggest some such compronlise. So much thc better f o r
Pottinger, whose motive would not be suspected until he
was well out of harm's way.
And so an end of Edul Khan.
T h e middle of April found them in the valley of Pishin,
where spring already sat enthroned and garlanded : with
white and pink fruit blossoms for coronaI, the shimmering poplar for sceptre, and for footstool, young cornlands embroidered with the wild iris and tulip of the
hills. A breath from the faint snow-line tempered t h e
34
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sun's ardour a t noon ; but a t dusk men sat round log
fires, stirring the ashes with cold bare toes. It was
round just such a fire, in the travellers' room of an
underground mosque, that Eldred Pottinger fell in with
his friend Mohun Shah. T h e Syud, in spite of denial,
had known him for an Englishman, and thereupon rained
protestations of devotion to himself and all of his race.
A tent and ponies were placed a t Pottinger's disposal,
and, by way of credential, a Government Ietter, acknowledging services rendered to Arthur Conolly, was proudly
displayed.
"Your honour is one of the same jiit, that is easily
seen," the good 11ian concluded, crowning his new-found
Sahib mith the highest eulogium in his vocabulary. " Pity
that all the English in Hind are not of such noble
countenanoe, treating with respect men of other creeds
and other complexions. For harm is wrought often to
English prestige among the followers of God and his
Prophet through certain Sahibs, young and foolish, possibly of low caste, who think t o show thenwelves B a h d u r
by insulting and scornful speech to men of dark skin.
There was one such in Bengnl, a t whose hands I suffered
much. Your honour may have heard? "
Yes, Pottinger had heard, and had not greatly heeded,
though he had seen the young official's conduct severely
censured in the papers. Considering the matter now,
mith enlightened mind, h e pressed Mohun S l ~ a hto speak
of it from the Asiatic point of view, arid the talk that
followed set him thinking to some purpose.
" I am ashamed," he wrote in his journal with the
frank simplicity t h a t mas his, " when I remember hom
often I have been actor or partner in such scenes of
insolence. I begin to see that our customs regarding the
natives are very crroncous, and the sooner they are altered
D a
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the better. I also see that they notice our conduct in this
respect."
This, from a subaltern i n '87-and
even to-day there
b e men in India who have not yet grasped the fact that
there individual character and conduct count for more,
perhaps, than anywhere else on earth. Not in regard to
themselves alone; but in regard t o the nation they are
privileged to represent. T h a t Eldred Pottinger recognized this early, and acted on the recognition, is a distinction he shares with some of the greatest names in our
Anglo-Indian story.
For a week he lingered in the sun-filled valley of Pishin,
sketching maps and rest ling with Pushtu, in defiance of
the fever-fiend that clave to him, with the tenacity of the
undesired, through all his Afghan service. Then the zeal
of the Syud culminated in a determination to escort his
friend in person through t h e dangerous hill country of
the JGkur and Ghilzai tribes; and on April 2% the
Bukhtiari merchant, who had entered the valley hungry
and footsore, rode forth in state--his safe conduct t o
Kabul practically assured.
And now-an honoured guest of the Nawab Jubbur
Khan-the young explorer, embryo no longcr, awaited
t h e acceptable moment to be gone; while May slipped
past with its ecstasy of colour ; its Friday pleasurings,; its
evenings of alluring idleness in gardens choral with lovesongs of nightingale and thrush. For Pridqy is the
~MahomedanSunday, and upon that day the royal apple
orchard was transformed into a fair. Thither from
palace and city alike followers of t h e Prophet flocked out,
in hundreds, to take their fill of things more excellent
than cheating and throat-cutting, lust s d intrigue.
Women were there also, seeing, unseen; strolling and
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gossiping with their men folk; looking for all the world
like corpses set up on end, in their latticed boorkhas and
loose leggings, brilliantly gartered a t t h e knee. A t such
gatherings the men of Afghanistan are seen to good
advantage; and Pottinger, like all Englishmen, was
strongly attracted a t the outset by their courage, vigour
and independence, a certain virility of fibre common to
mountain-bred folk. It needed closer intimacy to reveal
the devils within; and such intimacy was vouchsafed to
Pottinger during the nest few years. Well for his
judgment of the race that he should have known a t the
outset two such notable chiefs as his host and the
Barakzai Amir-first of his clan to bear the tiMe and
ascend the throne of Afghanistan.
For they were not of the blood royal, these Barakzai
Sirdars; though, as king-makers and upholders of kings,
D6st Mahorned's father and eldest brother had wielded
supreme power over the conflict-ridden kingdom of
Afghanistan, a t that time barely a hundred years old.
Founded by Ahmed Shah, upon treasure stolen from
the murdered Nadir Shah, the curse of violence and
treachery had shadowed the empire from the hour of its
birth. For empire i t had become by the time Ahmed
Shah died ; and, dying, bequeathed to his heir a kingdom
stretching from the mountains of Tibet to the Sutlej and
the Indus ; for which legacy that heir did little, beyond
enriching i t with six-and-thirty children, twenty-three of
whom were sons.
Needless t o follow in detail the murderous Afghan
programme of rivalry, treachery and intrigue that rent
the kingdom and speedily reduced the empire t o a name.
Suffice i t that three of t h e royal brothers, in turn, were
supported on the throne by Futteh Khan, the Barakzai
Wazir; and, of these, the last was Shah Shujah-ul-Mulk
,
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-the man doomed, by a strange mingling of fate and
folly, to be instrumental in one of the blackest chapters
of Anglo-Indian history. His deposed elder brother
retired, with a son, to Herfit. Thither, before long,
came Futteh Rhan, alienated by Shah Shujah's ingratitude, and eager to assist in tilting him from the throne.
Thus it came about that, in 1816, Shah Shujah fled t o
British India, where he settled down intermittently as a
royal pensioner; and those early years of his banishment
saw the rise of Dijst Mahomed Khan, a ruler of rare
talent and power; though compelled, by ill-fortune a n d
the Calcutta Government, to be in turn "the rejected
friend, the enforced enemy, the honourable prisoner,
vindictive assailant and faithful ally of the British in
India." The brutal murder of his brother, in revenge
for his own daring seizure of Heriit, gave him his chance,
and he took it-as he took all that came his way-with
the high-handed violence of his race. I3ut the Barakeai
did not profess to conquer for themselves. Putteh Khan
had fought for the hands of princes, and Diist Mahomed
true to the spirit of legitimacy, followed suit, for a time.
Then h e gave i t up in disgust; fought openly for his o w n
hand, and carried all before him.
13ut not until the death of an elder brother in 18% did
he set himself upon the thorny seat of power; and on
that day, like an Eastern Harry V, he abjured for g o o d
the notorious excesses of his youth. Prom a daring,
dissolute soldier, ignorant of all save horsemanship and
mar, he mas trnnsformed into a ruler, the strongest and
ablest Central Asia had seen since Nadir Shah. I n 1837
he was a t the height of his power, and had already
proven himself a hem of true Afghan stamp and
character. Ambitious, grasping, and not over-scrupulous, he was pet-as Inen of his race go-neither warltonly
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treacherous nor cruel. But in the unholy strife of
Afghan politics a man must either fight ruthlessly for
his own hand or die, and Dast Mahomed did not intend
to die-yet awhile.
For eleven years he had gone from strength to strength,
ruling his refractory tribes with rough justice and a rod
of steel. Shah Shujah's two attempts t o unseat him had
failed signally. T h e man lacked sinews, figurative and
financial. The Sikhs gave far more trouble. Like restless waves they beat upon the Amir's rocky coastline,
steadily undermining the empire of Ahnied Shah.
Peshawur was gone from him; Persia threntened t o
enforce her ancient clnim on Heriit; and even now an
army under his favourite son, Mahonied AkLar Bhae,
was stemming the tide of invasion among the defiles of
the Khyber Pass. Prom all sides came thunder rolls,
presaging storm ; only to India and the Dritish Government Dast Mahorned looked hopefully for the sealing of
a friendship that would establish and strengthen him
upon the throne that mas his by right of prowess and
his people's good-will. Eagerly he nwnited the coming
of Burnes, whom in '34 he had treated as a personal
friend, and who would ~ssuredlybefriend him in turn.

But May slid smilingly into June. The orchards rained
summer snowflakes that lay in shrivelling heaps upon the
ground. And still the only news from India was of a
doubtful victory near Jarnrud : no word of " Sekundur "
Burnes, who wns lingering in the Punjab a t the court of
Ranjit Singh. And still Eldred Pottinger wnitedptiently impatient-till
the Ramriin scare had subsided
and Persia seemed t o have changed her mind about Her%
Then, as July drew t o an end and the country round
1
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waxed comparatively quiet, he made secret preparation
for his venture across the high, rugged valleys of Central
Afghanistan, whose chiefs had an ill name for hospitality
to strangers. Young and eager as he was, the chance
of being first in the field outweighed all accounts of the
manifold risks involved. The Syuds, who had agreed to
join him, and the few friends who had his confidence,
besought. him to change his route-in
vain. Chary
always about discussing his own uflnirs, he was now more
reticent than usual, i t having come to his ears that the
Amir might object to his plnn of visiting Hcriit. Not a
soul, save those concerned, knew the day and hour of his
out-setting. T o Allnh Dad Khan and Abdulla he confided his instruments and most of his books, bidding them
take the longer, safer Randnhar route and join him a t
Heriit, where he would await their coming. It distressed
him that he must leave his friend, the good Nawab, with
no word of thnnks or farewell ; but he intended to write
n full explanation of his seeming discourtesy so soon as
a hundred miles lay between him and the capital.
Horses and baggage were forwarded one evening t o
caravnnserai some miles on. Then, upon another evening,
he spoke openly of going with Syud Alimed to visit n
defile of the LBghur river near Kabul, and after dark,
unsuspected by any of the Nnwab's household, they left
the city with its noise of men, its intricate tangle of
hatred and good-fellowship, and set their faces toward
the eternally irresistible unknown,

1
I

IT was late afternoon. Fronl above the rugged moun
tain mass that gleamed blue-white against a bluer heaven,
the sun drove great spokes of light into the valley, while
out of t h e deeper gullies and ravines broader spokes of
shadow stole up to meet them. T h e soundless bnttle
between dark and light, that reddens the skies as rivers
are reddened by the battles of men.
T h e sun smote strongly on Eldrcd Pottinger's face as
he drew rein on one of the lesser spurs, to scour the
savage features of hill and valley with expectant eyes.
A t last, where all seemed emptiness, he found that which
he sought. A patch of dun-coloured excrescences clung,
limpet-wise, to a mass of rock already half submerged by
the conquering shadows. Pottinger knew these for the
fort and village of Ynltoob Beg, most inhospitable of
Haxnra chiefs. Tales of his tyrannies had enlivened
tllerti by the way. It was said that his pouches bulged
with the blackmail he levied on strangers, and the prices
of those more luckless ones whom i t suited him to sell as
slaves. T h e Feringhi-never having seen-he hated only
a few degrees worse than the Sunnis of his own faith ; for
among Moslems sect antagonism is hardly less bitter thau
antagonism of creed.
Not a cheering prospect for Eldred Pottinger : infidel
by birth, and, for the moment, Sunni by profession.
But his hope was to slip past the village undetected just
before dark. Report had located i t beyond this particular spur; and Pottinger, more enger than his kismet41
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drugged comrades, had ridden on ahead to reconnoitre
and consider their safest plan of advance.
A glance a t the fort, nnd another a t the thread of
tmck, that curled down and up again over the next
shoulder of the hill, convinced him that passing undetected with a string of laden beasts mould be no easy
nchievement. Still-the
attempt must be made; and
benenth his anxiety Pottinger was aware of that nameless
stirring of the blood cornmon to all risk-loving men in
the hour of danger.
"See, Ahmed," said he, as the Syucls joined him,
" t h e track passeth close under the village walls; and
to forsake it mere madness. An hour's rest here t o let
the dusk gather. Then we must take the risk, and t r u s t
in God."
So they rested for nn hour till the shadows prevuiled
in the valley; though the sun was not yet gone. T h e n
they took the risk-and trusted in God.
If t h e watchers were feasting or drowsy all might g o
well. B u t Yakoob Beg was not the man to let: prey so
profitable slip through his fingers. T h e little cavalcade
had been sighted afar off: and even as they thought t o
pass safely, a door in the wall opened, nnd they were
bidden t o enter in the chief's name.
Resistnnce bcing futile, they complied; and entering,
found their host, with a score of companions, smoking
and lolling in a stuffy twilight reeking of hookahs and
humanity, and starred with cotton wicks aflnre in saucers
of oil.
"Remember, Sahib, we be Shiahs," Hussain contrived
t o whisper in Pottingcr's car ; nnd the Sahib remembered,
wl~iledevoutly wishing himself a clenrer knowledge of all
that his apostasy might imply.
Their sonorous greeting, " Salaam Aleih.u,Tl," canlc
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back t o them in a broken echo ; and the presents etiquette
demanded were accepted with aEable condescension.
Followed a searching catechism from the chief, wherein
Syud Hussain was spokesman for his friends. T h e fairy
tale, transforming them into Shiah holy-men, from the
hill country beyond Kabul, fell from his lips as naturally
as a stream from its source; while Pottinger, in the hope
of avoiding attention, took to his beads. But the eye
of the "black-hearted cousin " was upon him, and the
brain behind it was devising snares.
Of a sudden he nudged the chief. "Professions are
easy as throat-cutting," said he. "If these be true
Shiahs, let them be put t o the proof. H e of the fair
skin and devout bearing hath doubtless all rules and
doctrines at his fingel--tips, Ask him. "
" Yes, yes ; ask him ! " chorused the rest. " It will
soon he seen."
It was an awkward moment for Pottinger ; a crisis
demanding cooler courage than that of the mere fighter.
Some slight knowledge he had of Shiah doctrine. For
the rest, his safety, and that of his comrades, hung upon
his own mother wit and the probable ignorance of his
hosts. But if the chief were ignorant his' cousin was
not, as his questions proved. Mercifully, doctrine came
first ; nnd Pottinger's strange profession of faith progressed smoothly for a space.
Yes ; he was a devout follower of Ali, cousin and sonin-law of the Prophet; he failed not in religiously keeping the great feast of the Mohurrum, and he stumbled
more or less accurately through the names of tmelve
rightful Rhalifahs since Mahwmed, even to Imam-alMahdi, in whose withdrawal and second advent all true
Shiahs believe. But there were pauses and hesitations
that did not pass unobserved ; and the eye of Alum Beg
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had an evil twinkle as he suavely begged the holy one t o
name the five correct books of Shiah tradition.
Pottir~germoistened his lips, and was acutely aware
of Hussain's clumsy efforts t o save him from collapse.
But he dared not risk any commerce of the eyes.
" A1 ICLfiT~hzih-"
he began, with a deliberate
drawl; then-dead
silence. The name of the third in
order was gone from him : clean gone, after the tricksy
manner of names. Beyond its inhuman length and one
capital letter, no trace of it remained : and while h e
racked his memory, under cover of an abstracted frown,
the quickened breathing of his companions seemed t o
fill all space.
Again that evil twinkle in Alum Beg's eye as he asked
leave to disturb the holy one's reflections.
"Alas, frail as n bubble in water is the memory of
man," sneered he, " even upon matters of so great
"
moment. M ~ y h a pthou hast forgot also-?
But Pottinger had sighted a way of escape, and prayed
God it might serve.
"Sir," he interposed, with a fine mingling of dignity
and impatience, " I have given answer so far to the best
of my power. But, having spent many years as a soldier
in Hindustan, little leisure hath been mine for the study
of serious things. Now I nm become n free man it shall
be otherwise: though time must be allowed before my
knowledge can equal that of Alum Beg Bahldur."
T h e manly words, manfully spoken, sent a murmur of
approval round the room; and a t mention of India
the chief scrutinized afresh this unusual stranger, w h o
had so little of the Afghan about him save dress and
beard.
" Thou hast been in Hind ? " he queried, to PottingerPs
intense relief. " A country of many wonders, if travellers
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speak truth-which
is as though one said : ' If water
runneth up hill.' "
'&Not in all cases," Pottinger objected quietly.
" Hindostan is greater than the power of man's tongue
to enlarge it. A land of mountain and desert, of cities
and temples beyond compare, of many creeds and many
peoples-"
" Yet not strong enough, by report, to withstand the
Peringhis; rapacious sons of Shaitan, who would seize
all, from the hills to the sea, though their own miserable
island is, to Hind, as a crumb to a cake of bread."
"Size and strength are not always children of one
cradle," Pottinger answered, with a touch of warmth that
caught the attention of one standing near him ; a traveller
of note, who had seen Eabul, ay, and even Hertit I
"Belike thou favourest the Peringhi dogs? " he demanded pugnaciously; then, eagerly, to the chief :
" Mayhap he is one of them himself l
The people of
Hind are reported black ; and this Syud of little knowledge is fairer than we."
Once more the eyes of all were turned on Pottinger.
The blood pricked and tingled under his colour juices.
IIussain, distracted by the startling turn of events,'
opened a cross-fire of vigorous dcniul. A volley in support from Ahnierl encouraged him t o persevere. But
the accuscr, seeing that his remark had made some
impression on the chief, held his own, whereat the whole
assembly fell n-wrangling-crssccndo,
fortissinto, stretto
-as only Eastern and Southern races can, till Pottinger,
boldly confronting his host, begged leave to answer for
himself.
A shout and a gesture stilled the uproar. Then the
Peringhi stepped forward, squared his shoulders, and spoke.
"Never before, 0 Yakoob Bcg, in this Innd of open
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doors, hnth such treatment of travellers been known.
Hither are we come, pilgrims, trusting to thy aid;
having chosen this difficult and barren route because the
Hazaras being Mussulmans, even as we are, we looked
for good treatment a t their llnnds. True talk t h a t men
from the plains of Hindustan are dark-skinned. But I
have said it is a land of many mountains, wherein are
folk fnir as Afghans."
The chief's nod signified conviction.
"Thou hast well spoken," said he, "and none shull
molest thee or thy friends. But the hour of prayer is
past; and we would not hinder any nian from rendering
thanks and praise to Allah. W e go to make our own
devotions, nnd thereafter will return."
A few went forth of the room with him. T h e bulk
remained : and it was soon clear that the newcomers had
but exchanged one dilemnia for another. Here, under a
score of suspicious eyes, and in strict accord with Shiah
rules, they must nchievc the elaborate evening's programme of prayers and devout washings; the posturings,
down-sittings and uprisings, without which n o true
believer dare approach his God.
So distnsteful to Pottinger was this form of mockery
that hitherto he had managed to evade it, and was now
the more at R loss. Of the three, Hussnin alone had
knowledge of those minute differences in pose and phrase,
which, if n~ronglyrendered, might prove their undoing.
With a glance he bade his comrades watch,\surreptitiously, and follow his lead ; the which they dB, their
distraught wits sharpened by the knowledge that? failure
might mean death-or worse. Even while reciting the
stately opening verses of the Bhoriin-" Praise be to
God, Lord of all the Worlds l The compassionate, t h e
merciful l "--eye and ear must be kept unceasingly a t
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strain. Thus aud tlius must the hands be set upon the
thighs; tlius the nose and forehead approach the ground ;
thus, with mutterings of nppropriate texts, the washen
fingers pass through the beard. Ridiculous and vexatious, i t seemed t o Pottinger, that a man's safety should
hillye on trivialities so puerile. But such is the way of
lile; and his very annoyance so stindated his senses that
h e came squarely through the ordeal-a Shiah proven,
in word arid deed.
'I'l~atnight he slept in Castle Dangerous, soundly as
u dead man, heartened by the success that waits on
daring, and hopeful of finding himself a free n ~ a non the
morrow, with tlie road he loved underfoot, and the brown
thread of it climbing on before him over the shoulder
of the hill.
But tlie morrow waxed and waned, and the next day
and the nest, nnd still no hint of permission t o depart,
nor any possibility of pressing the matter without risk
of arousing Iiostility. T o leave willlout formal permission were a breach of etiquette the more un:idvisnble
because the ice was thin u~~dcrfoot.'I'l~ough Yukoob
]kg's suspicions had been lulled, it was plain Illat his
cousin's had not. Guests by nainc, they were prisoners
in fact.; nnd on thc third day, under cover of curiosity,
Yukoob 13cg expressed n wish to esainine their lrnggage.
T h e wish mas o coaimand ; and throughout this fresh
ordeal Eldred Pottinger had need of all his coolness and
self-control. Though his niost compromising belongings
had gone via Randahnr, there remained items which,
if rightly understood, would brand him an impostor and
an infidel tn boot. Yet must he sit quietly by, while
half-a-dozen barbarians rummaged among his snddlc-bags,
like children orcr u bran tub.

.
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One flourished his little tin can of medicines, suggesting black magic; and amid a chorus of " Y u j u b s " and
" Wah-illahs " Pottinger explained that these were being
carried to a merchant Iriend near Heriit. Another
snatched up his copy of Elphinstone's " Kabul," and
lighting upon strange pictures, brandished one for
inspection.
Instantly the rest closed round him, and the clnmour
broke out afresh. " Idols l Biandllah! T h e work of
infidels. These be no Shiahs who carry such wares."
Pottinger, tingling from head to foot, dared not risk
an attempt at explanation that might only blacken their
case. In despair he glanced at I-Iussain, who flung himself into the breach, with a shout of derisive laughter.
" Infidels, forsooth I By the Prophet's beard i t is ye
that be fools and ignorant, having seen no cities greater
than your own mud-builded ant-heap I T h e Kuzzilbash '
houses in Kabul are filled with such things. These b e
no idols, but hand-wrought visions of men and places
other than we know."
The chief, Listening intently, glanced for confirmation
a t Pottinger, whose impassive face belied the immensity
of his relief. The rest, too impatient t o heed, were
already wondering themselves crazy over a parcel of reeds,
wherein Pottinger had embedded his pencils and compasses to preserve their points.
At length, tired of futile guessings and of Hussain's
cunningly complicated answers, they took their leave ;
and Pottinger, seeing that matters had not gone ill,
ventured a hint about the need for marching on toward
Hertit.
Yakoob Beg waved a conciliatory hand. " Be n o t
over hasty, my friend. It is written, who travels slowest
arriveth soonest; since he stumbleth not by the way.w
Persian quarter.
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'l'hat night, before sleeping, they discussed the possibility of flight. A new and sinister fear had been added
to the mere vexation of delay. W h a t if Yakoob Beg
were detaining them in the hope that a passing slavetrader might repay him fivefold the cost of a week's
hospitality ? W h a t if he already had news of one ? I t
was a fear to make the blood of the stoutest run cold.
But an hour's talk, over and around the absorbing
subject, revealed only n blank wall : and they fell asleep
resolved to leave the outcome in higher Hands than their
own.
Next day Syud Ahmed went down with fever; and the
day after Hussain followed suit. So loneliness was
added to all other miseries of Pottinger's plight; not
least being the revolt of his native honesty against the
call for incessant imposture and deceit.
I t was now the 6th of August, a week since they had
entered the fatal valley. Pottinger sat in his own corner
of the windowless, mud-walled room-shared by all three,
for all purposes, day and night-writing
up his journal,
and marshalling, for the hundredth time, the pros and
con8 of his bold schemes for flight. All his young alertness of brain and body fretted against the unseen chains
that held him ; and the day's events hnd renwnkened his
fears of dctection. I t was plain that the snake of suspicion had been scotched, not killed; that, so far, only
good fortune and the interest of new nrrivals had saved
them from disaster. These last were leaving on the
morrow, and Pottinger-too sanguine and high-hearted
to despond for long-resolved
once again to put forth
all his powers of diplomacy and persuasion, t o soften the
heart of Pharaoh and win leave t o go. I n that cnsefever or no-the other two must take up their beds and
walk. Former failures gave him small hope of success.
E
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But. his resolve held good; and the event justified him,
as it is apt to justify those who hope on in the teeth of
failure.
The morrow found Yakoob Beg unaccountably weary
of tlie strangers within his gates; unaccountably ready
to exchange them for parting gifts something beyond
theil. means. By noon they were under way, scaling the
rocky glen with songs of thanltsgiving in their hearts and
words of cheer upon their lips : fever itsell: cured, for
the nonce, by the stimulant of freedom and clean draughts
of mountain air.
Pottinger, always in the van, had a moment's breathing-space on the ridge of the spur; a moment to look
back, with a glow of satisfaction, at the too-hospitable
Hazara fort below.
Then, of a sudden, his heart stood still. It was as if
an icy hand had touched him. For along the path they
had trodden came three scurrying figures, who waked the
echoes with shouts that plainly signified : " Halt-and
return." T h e climbers, hearing also, looked back ; and
there fell upon all the blank silence of dismay. A few
counselled flight. But Pottinger bade his party await
the result ; and the rest followed suit.
As it turned out, they were not needed. T h e Syuds
only were to return; the fair one in particular having
been specified by Yalioob Beg. This gave things a
blacker aspect. Pottinger, convinced that he would be
detained, was too disgusted for speech, and, with such
coolness as they could assume, he and Hussain retraced
their steps. For the moment hope was dead in them.
There seemed, on the face of it, no valid reason for their
recnll, save the hardening of Pharaoh's heed ; and their
oxn within then1 grew heavy as stonea as they neared
the esplanade that fronted the chief's castle.
IIwe r a s a great crowd of men in evident excitement;
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and from their midst canie a single shot, followed by
prolonged cheers. W h a t this might signify Pottinger
knew n o t ; b u t the mere sound of cheering had a magical
cflcct upon his spirits.
Pressing boldly forward into the opcn space about
the chief, he greeled him with the formal " Salaam
Aleiliztna "; whereto Pharaoh made answer cheerfully :
"Aha, Syud-jee, thou a r t too late. I have no longer
any need of thee. I did but call thee back to make
this gun go off; and lo, it hat11 gone off of itself."
" I turned t o be off too l " wrote Pottinger in his
journal, "wishing him most devoutly a passage t o Tartnrus. But Hussain, having been too seriously frightened
to let him off so quietly, burst out into an eloquent
oration that perfectly delighted me and astonished the
Hazaras. "
So much so that Yekoob Beg listened spellbound, a l ~ i l e
the "worm that turned " denounced them root and
branch. "May the devil fly away with you and your
gun I " thundered he in conclusion. "Perchance your
Mightinesses imagine that we-holy
men-will
return
even from Heriit a t your bidding every time i t misseth
fire? Wah-illrrh ! 'l'hcse lords of an n~jt-henp deem
themselves kings of all the earth l "
Then, fearful of having overshot the mark, he turned
about hastily, and strode forth of the nsscmbly in the
wake of his friend : nor, until they came safely to the
stranger's hut outside the walls, did they sit them down
upon the rocks to vent relief and vexation in hearty
laughter a t their own expense.
Then once again they clambered up the glen, with
words of cheer on their lips and thanksgiving in their
hearts.

IT was toward the close of an unclouded day in midAugust that Eldred Pottinger first looked upon Her%
with the purely observant eye of a traveller and a nlind
unvisited by prophetic foreshadowing of things t o be.
Por him, the city was merely an interesting feature of
the road that lured him on, eternally on till dwindling
leave of absence should compel return.
Ten days of mnrching down from the desolate Hazara
ts1)leland and through the steep straight-cut bed of the
Hari-rud had brought them out at last into a land of
promise and of peace-the astonishingly fertile valley of
Herst, Pnllen long since from its ancient enipiry as the
core of Central Asian traffic and tar&, the city, by virtue
of its strategic position, has always been recognized as
one of the main gateways into India; and ns such Eldred
Pottinger regarded it with an added thrill of interest,
while he and his companions rode leisurely nearer t o the
irregulnr bastioned mass set high on its stupendous
rampnrt of sun-baked earth.
Out of the stark desol~tionof the mountains they had
come forth into an oasis close-packed with villages and
forts, cornfields nnd orchards, such as they had not seen
since leaving Kabul near a month ago. But by now t h e
high tide of exuberant life had turned. Tulip, poppy,
thistle and the sweet low-growing wild rose had been
scorched into mummied ghosts of themselves, hiding
within their shrivelled hearts the promise of resurrection.
Corn and grain-fields, long since reaped and gamered,
52
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showed like monster chessboards cut into squares by irrigation channels empty as themselves ; and the double line
of poplars bordering the river fluttered here a yellow leaf,
there a brown. Only the vineyards and orchards still
flaunted their riches. Gold of apricots, melons, peaches
and the shadowed purple of grapes cheered the travellers
with promise of the one unfailing refreshment Afghanistan has to offer. And still, afar ofE, the inexorable
mountains hemmed them in, harsh, rocky peaks of the
Koh-i-Sufaid on one hand, and on the other the sweeping slopes of the Paropamisus range, beyond which lies
the home of all the wind-devils of the world.
But as their advance brought HerBt more clearly into
view, Eldred Pottinger's thoughts became entirely
focussed upon the many-towered, white-walled town, with
its high main citadel upon the north side, and beyond it,
uprising in boldly majestic outline, the dome and minarets
of the great Masulla mosque--the glory of Herat. He
knew just enough of the rival influences a t work in the
Persian capital t o feel certain that the rumours of
invasion which had detained him a t Kabul were not
unfounded, merely premature ; that Mahomed Shah, of
Persia, mould never rest content till he had broken down
the independent petty monarchy of Her6t. Raids across
lhe Persian frontier and the selling of Shiahs into slavery
seemed, t o a man in need of pretexts, provocation enough ;
a conviction fostered by the Russian Minister, for his
own ends. Rut Pottinger, perceiving no link between his
own destiny and the vagaries of Mahomed Shah, casually
dismissed the matter from his mind. For himself, he
hoped t o be well on the road to Merv before any such
contingency should arise.
And now, while day burnt itself out behind the hills,
they came t o the western gate, set in a mile-long expanse
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of ma]\, curtained and loop-holed between the towers;
and, passing through, found themselves in a typical mudbuilt city of Afghanistan : a rabbit-warren of windowless
houses, looking upon inner courts for light and a i r ; the
streets mere gutters, unpaved, undmined, abounding in
refuse-heaps from the blind houses, that would seem
to lack nostrils as well as eyes. Yet can each Afgllan
city boast its own distinctive feature; and t h a t of
H e r l t is the mein bazaar, or Char-Soo, literally Four
Streets. These cleave the city from north ko south, from
east to west ; their terminals four iron-clamped gates ;
their focal point a domed market-place, where Rhurd and
Tartar, Afghan and Delooch, Mogul and IIindu jostle,
shout and cheat one another in more or less friendly
unison. A t the time of Pottinger's entrance into Heriit
the Char-Soo was partially covered in by domed arches
built without keystones and already falling t o pieces.
T h e holes thus made admitted shafts of evening light
thnt splashed and barred vivid silken hangings, carved
woodwork and vessels of brass; pyramids of ripe fruit,
grain and spices ; bales of Persinn embroideries and every
form of native craftwork that Central Asin can boast.
B u t in August 1837 the bazaars of Heriit contrasted
tlismally with the Charchutta of Kabul, which a t this
sociable hour of evening would be all astir with noisy,
leisurely, good-humoured traffic.
Here men went
hurriedly about their business as if in fear of their lives ;
women and children were scarcely to be seen, and the
few who ventured out went even more fearfully than t h e
men. All, i t seemed, were in mortal haste t o re-enter
their dark, evil-smelling houses, where some smalI measure
of safety was theirs.
Through the midst of these hapless ones the three
passed on, with their modest retinue, till they calne to
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the central market-place; and on yet again, after needful
purchases, to one of the large sel-uis that cluster about
the Randahar Gate. BePore they reached their destination shop-fronts were vanishing behind shutters, clamped
t o with iron bars ; and the few beluted purchasers scurried
into the blind by-streets like marmots into their burrows.
Plainly, though night hnd not yet fallen, the day's business was a t an end. Puzzled and not a little dismayed by
t h e ominous aspect of things, the men from Kabul halted
by the booth of one who clamped his shutters with
trembling hantls.
Hussain, as usual, spoke for his coxnmdes. " So early to
rest brings small profit, brother," snid he. " Is it custom
here? Or is it for some reason? "
"Reason enough, friend. And as for ~ r o f ilt Good
fortune here if a man have not his goods snatched from
him without a cowrie's worth of payment.w Glancing
sharply over his shoulder the Heriiti laid a finger on his
lips. " I n this city the very stones have ears, ay, and
tongues also. Surely ye are strangers that ye should
ask ? "
" W e be travellers from Kabul."
L' Pass on with haste, then ; a i d give Allah thanks if
ye go forth unscathed. Herat is no city for honest folk.
T h e Shah and his Wazir-devils in the flesh-" his voice
dropped t o a hoarse whisper-" be gone upon n journey
to besiege some fortress of Seistiin. But lest harillless
folk prosper shamelessly in their absence they have
delivered us into the hands of the devil's spawn, son of
the Wnzir, who filleth his pouches and glutteth his taste
for blood while power is his." Again that hunted backward glance. " Get home, friends l Get hence t o the
serui before hell, and the devils of hell, are let Ioose
in our streets. Allah go with you. Though Allah
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himself hath seemingly lost will or power in these evil
days.''
So the three, with their followers, rode on, puzzled no
longer, but far from reassured.
Arrived a t the serdi, t h e same tale greeted them-with
Herein an open courtyard charged with friendly
evening odours of hookah, spices and burnt cow-dung the
restless ones of the earth foregathered-horse-dealers,
silk-Gerchants, holy men and men of the unholiest, united
for a moment by the common lure of the road. Among
these-having stalled their mounts und baggage poniesthe new-comers sat them down to an evening meal of
curry, chupottis and curds; one bowl for all, and unwashen fingers for spoons. Pottinger-though
more or
less inured by now to the close compnnionship of men
strangers to soap and alive with vermin-still shrank from
this primitive form of fellowship. But upon this particular evening hunger demanded satisfaction a t any cost,
and the ancient, inherited need of tobacco was strong
upon him. The day's march had been a severe one. Its
culmination in this City of Dreadful Night was none of
the happiest; and senrching inquiry revealed no trace of
his former comrades Abdullah and Allah Dad Khan.
Silent as always in a mixed company of strangers, his
ears were quick to catch the talk of others; talk such as
n o new arrival could hear without misgiving. Some said
t h a t the Shah and his Wazir were on the eve of return ;
all seemed agreed that t h e coming of the Persians, so
long a chimera, was now a matter of months. Nor did
all regard it as a calamity by any means. For the Hersti,
like the Persian, is a Shiah ; and the Afghan Sunnis found
sect antugonism a serviceable cloak for their innate love
of tyranny and rapine.
He who sat next t o Pottinger, and had spent two weeks
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in the benighted city, dared t o speak more openly of its
so-called governors because to-morrow he would be on
the road again, breathing cleaner air.
"Consider only that which befel, a week past, to him
with whom I lodged," he concluded, leaning closer to the
pseudo-Afghan and regarding with frank curiosity the
colour of his eyes. "One that lived uprightly, harming
neither man nor beast. On a night, after dark, hearing.
sounds in his outhouse, he crept forth, and peering within
knew the intruder for a thief of evil repute. Therefore
he roused myself and other friends, and between US we
delivered that son of Satan t o the IGtwal. Next morning came all of us before his Mightiness the young Sirdar.
My friend told the tale straightly after his kind ; and the
thief told another, after his own. Ilearing cries in the
night, said he, from the citizen's house, this valiant one
had run forth with proffers of help. Por reward he had
been seized and falsely accused by these dogs of Herlitis,
whom he had come to aid. It was the word of one man
against six, and that one a noted bud~nbsh. But it
pleased the young Sirdar to assure the six they lied. My
friend was sold forthwith to a Turcoman slave-dealer
passing through the town; and we witnesses were dned
so heavily that all save myself were driven to debt, which
is the road to slavery, Two were sold even yesterday.
A s for the thief-it
is now known that he is in the
Sirdar's service, and hath reaped a bag of rupees and a
dress of honour for his pnins I Such is the present fashion
of justice in Herat I Let the Persians come I And these
dogs of Sunnis be trodden in the dust I "
T h e tale roused a subdued hubbub of comment among
those who sat near, and under cover of it Pottinger
slipped away. Dead tired in body, ~ickenedand disgusted
a t heart, he sought out a shadowed corner near the stall
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where his beasts were tethered. A pair of saddlebags,
uncomfortably well filled, served him for pillow; and with
his Afghan cloak for covering he laid him down upon
the bare earth, praying-after
the simple manly fashion
of his time--for strength and guidance in the day of
trouble.
There, undeterred by the noise and movement of a
crowded scrcii, deep sleep fell upon him. But it did not
last. Before midnight he was awakened by the stifling
&mosphere and by n restless pariah in pursuit of fleas.
With a curse he thrust away the animal, and turning on
his side, thought t o slip back into the blessedness of
oblivion, But the first dead weariness was gone; and
though sleep still hung heavy on his lids, brain and senses
remained vexatiously alert.
Within the serdi itself a great silence had fallen. Only
from the shadows outstretched around him came the
sonorous music of them that slept. But without, the
tools of the Sirdar-lovers
of darkness-were
audibly
astir. Sounds more ominous and heartrending could
scarcely have been heard were the city already in a state
of siege: the tramping of many feet, rough challengings,
followed by the dull thud of blows upon human flesh and
shrieks for mercy that went up unheeded to the blind,
brilliant sky. The devils of hell let loose indeed !
The uproar seemed t o increase and gather strength as
the night wore on. But once more weariness prevailed;
and an hour later he fell asleep again upon a fervent hope
that his friends from Kutch would not keep him waiting
long in this accursed place, where neither profit for hi~ne l f nor others might be his.

VII

THEseventeenth of September found him waiting still
-not so much for his comrades as for the sextant, compasses and books, too precious to be lightly abandoned.
Four weeks and no word of them, nor any means of
obtaining it. Visions of further travel grew fainter with
each week of delay, and all h e could now hope t o achieve
was a return journey to India by a difEerent, route.
But the sanguine spirit of the man was equal t o any
fortune. The long hot days were spent in writing and
studying, whenever his old enemy fever would permit;
his evenings, in exploring the city and its relics of
vanished greatness. If energy failed him, hours could
be idled away under the shade of giant plane trees, set
among the roses of the Biigh-Shah and Giizur-Ghur,
beyond the walls ; or in long tnlks of India with t h e very
holy Fakir, who had tramped a thousand miles or so from
Dellii t o end his days sitting at the gate of the great
Masulln mosque. T h a t marvel of twelfth-century workmanship-twenty-five years a-building and then left incomplete-suEered
destruction some fifty years later,
when R e r a t mas threatened by a siege more formidable
than the first. But in 1837 it still stood undesecrated.
The glazed mosaic tiling of gateway, cupola and minarets
still glowed in the ~ t r o n gsunlight; the prevailing flowerpnttern wrought out, in mellow tones of brown, coppergreen and heavenly flashes of turquoise blue, upon a
ground t h e tint of ripe corn. Purely Persian in colour
and design, i t was a legacy from the days before com69
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petihon and the tyranny of time ; days when art was the
hand-maid of religion, and beauty the Alpha and Omega
of the architect's creed.
Prom the base of the platenu, skirting the foot-hills,
ruins and again more ruins of some vaster ancient
capital, whereof I-Ieriit itself may have been but the
citadel. For here were broken remnants of baths, public
buildings, temples and tombs innumerable, from the
mosque proper to the mere heaps of stones, with its pole
and fluttering wisp of rag, to indicate thnt the bones
beneath were holy. Other wisps of rag-propitiatory
offerings of the credulous-were strewn broadcast over
these mounds; and when to rags were ndded the horns
of wild goats, exceeding holiness was proven beyond
dispute. These and other details Pottinger learnt in
long rambles with his Kabul friend, Syud I-Iussain, himself a traveller, and somewhat cynical in his view of men
and things.
Said Pottinger, commenting on the prevalence of rag.
bedecked grnves : " Verily you Afghans be a nation of
holy men, Syud-jee !"
And the other, chuckling in his beard : "Of rascals
and cut-throats rather I So great is our need of Allah's
indulgence that we, being wise, manufacture the means
to come by it at every turn. Enough for an Afghan t o
stumble upon an heap of stones strewn with a rag or two,
and at once he will devise the ever-serviceable saint
beneath, Renlaineth only to pile on more stones, tear a
strip from his turban, set i t on a stick in the midst-and
lo, the wonder is wrought l Others following will add
more rags, more stones. Some Mullah will, of his generosity, add a legend-doubtless revealed in a dream I "Nussain's left eyelid flickered-" and thereafter come
pilgrims, miracles, not t o speak of many rupees ; till
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some rival Mullah shall discover a larger tomb, a holier
saint, and the pious traffic changeth hands. Verily, a
dead dog, among Afghans, hath greater power than many
live lions. T r u e talk, Sahib. Even these twin devils,
the Wazir and the Shah, will be worshipped exceedingly
we
once the flesh is ofT their bones. It; will be seen-if
live so long ! "
A prophecy duly fulfilled.
On the whole, but for minor miseries of dirt, greasy
food and hourly risk of robbery or personal attack, the
life was less unpleasant than might be supposed for a
man partially inured, and eternally interested in thoughts
and customs other than his own. But the coming of the
Persians was now a certainty; and it would be well to
leave before the country became too unsafe for travelling.
Still, from day to day he lingered, hoping against hope
to recover the treasures that he had, perhaps, been wiser
not to part with a t all.
I n this mood of mind he rode away from the city on
that blazing Scptcmber afternoon to watch the return of
Shah Ha~nriinand his army from a toy campaign, in which
had been frittered away men and money soon to be
needed for life and death issues. Out of their windowless rabbit holes the people had crept forth, and clustered
on the flat roofs and malls, thick as bees, in no spirit of
loyalty and rejoicing; simply in a common impulse of
eagerness for any tamhha, whatever the issue.
Arrived a t the foot of a ruined building, Pottinger was
hailed by a party of Afghans squatting behind the
par~petof its domed roof. " They come I They come! ''
was the cry passed from house-top to house-top, from
wall to wall, and tethering his horse Pottinger clambered
up to the nearest point of vantage.
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They came : emerging leisurely from the heart of a
dust cloud, a straggling, ill-assorted procession : baggage
mules and horsemen bearing the marks of battle; criers
and executioners, in scirlet head-gear, flourishing grisly
Afghan knives and tiger-headed maces of brass; more
horses, regally equipped, and closely followed by his
Highness the King in a litter of scarlet cloth. Thickset, pock-marked, and yet more plainly marked by
unbridled self-indulgence, there was little of kingliness
or of power in the aspect of Shah IC~rnrIn,last but one
of a self-extinguished mce. His very title had long been
little better than a gilded toy, clutched the more tenaciously because the substance had slipped from his hands.
But to-day, seated in his scarlet litter, simply yet royally
clad, his unimposing forehead surmounted by an imposing
turban, the toy seemed almost the real thing. His
people shouted-more from instinct than from any hope
of redress; and he, drawing the curtains of his Iitter,
returned their greeting with a semblance of kingly
graciousness empty as his title.
So he passed on with his escort of royal princes,
eunuchs and physicians, giving place-after a due interval
of dust and shouting-to the greater man, well content
to ride second, because in all matters of moment he stood
incontestably first. Him Pottinger scrutinized more
keenly, for something of the Wazir's character-his unscrupulous ability, his flagrant traffic in human fleshllnd already become known to those interested in the
stormy politics of Central Asia.
Here, at least, was power, brutal and barbarous, but
yet-power;
the virile force that makes history and
carves the destinies of men. T h e coarse, cruel lips,
aggressive brows and sharply-sloping forehead were
counterbalanced by a handsome beard and eyes singularly
compelling; eyes that perhaps explained why the men
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who were his tools, though they hated him secretly,
failed him never. Before him went the infantry, a
motley crowd much the worse for wear; behind, local
chiefs with the main body of Afghan cavalry, in a rough
attempt a t uniform. And as he too passed on, the
Englishman, looking after him, recognized that there
went a force t o be reckoned with, not by himself alone,
but by the rival Powers t o whom he seemed no more
possibly a knight;, from the nature of
than n pawn-or
his moves-in their international game of chess.
The procession ended as i t had begun, in a swirl of
dust devils. City walls and house-tops took up the
dutiful shout of welcon~e. Then the Heratis crept again
into their holes, and Eldred Pottinger, riding leisurely
back through the silence and the haze, debated in his
mind the wisdom of making himself known. Fresh news
of a kafila expected from Kandahar inclined him to
give his egregious comrades one more chance ; in which
case it might be safer, and certainly more congenial, to
have done with the wiles and evasions of disguise.
Instead of riding on to the city, he dismounted a t the
hgh-Shah for a stroll among its rose bushes, now nearing an end of their second glory. The place was almost
empty, the air a colourless haze, laden with fine powder
of dust. Evening strollers would arrive before long,
and footsteps behind did not disturb his train of thought.
It mas broken abruptly by a hand on his arm, and a deeptoned voice speaking in Hindustani"Sahib, these many days I have watched, saying,
' This is no Afghan I ' Now I am assured."
Pottinger started, and turned sharply upon the owner
of the voice, a benevolent-looking Mahornedan, whose
smile of welcome was obviously sincere. "By what
cause? And who a r t thou? " he asked, not a t once
unbending.
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" I am one E-Iakeem Mahomed Hussain of this city,
lately returned from a journey. I am also, from my
heart, the friend of all who serve the young White
Queen. True talk. Your Honour cnn speak openly,
without risk, to one who has served ConoIIy Sahib; may
Ailah grant him health and high promotion1 "
" Conolly Sahib? "
T h e Hakeern nodded, beaming. "Such was my good
fortune. He is known to your Honour? "
" By report only."
" Great, then, is the pleasure to come. All who knew
him here can bear me witness that, young as he was,
through his wisdom and uprightness, he made the English no less famous in Heriit than did Elphinstone Sahib
at Kabul. But I, who served him, know, better than all,
his nobleness of heart. Me he took with him t o India,
perceiving my great wish for further skill in the use of
drugs, and placed me in the College of Medicine at
Calcutta. There, by his help, and the kindness of many
Doctor Sahibs, I became so much overflowed with new
learning that I can now help, if only a little, these
suffering folk of mine own city. The Sahib hnth seen? "
Pottinger nodded, frowning. The subject still stirred
in him anger too hot for speech. The Ilakeem nodded
also. "Your Honour's heart is inflamed because of
tyranny and torture. Such are not the ways of the English, erren with subjects of alien race and creed. In
their right hand is justice and in the left mercy. But
her+!
Your I-Ionour is right. Evils so shameful are
beyond speech. You also are travelling, like Conolly
Sahib, to increase knowledge? "
" Y e s ; I am an officer of the Bombay T6p-Khiina,'
aploring the country. But I have been hindered and
1
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delayed, awaiting two comrades from Kandahar. Now,
however, I lcave shortly, come they or not."
"And i t is your Honour's pleasure t o remain unrecognized ? "
"Yes; but to-day I have been thinking-by reason of
the Shah's return-"
"Sahib, that is a good thought," the EIakeem broke
in eagerly. "I am Hersti. I know. But say rather
by reason of Yar Mahomed Khan. In his hands are the
lives of all. If the Sahib avow himself, all may be well.
But if suspicion arise----"
he spread out both hands
expressively. "How shall the man who knows not truth
perceive i t on the lips of others? Much trouble might
follow, even to imprisonment through hope of ransom.
Lose no time, Sahib, I beg. His eyes are in every corner
of the city."
Pottinger regarded his new acquaintnnce thoughtfully
for a moment. "You are a good friend, Hakeem
Sahib," said he.
The Moslem salaamed almost to the ground. " Your
Honour's welfare is as my own; and my house, with such
hospitality as I can oiTer, is at your service from this
hour. "
If his words had a touch of Eastern fulsomeness,
events proved their sincerity ; and the Englishman, after
a moment's thought, accepted the invitation.
"Allah be praised I " said the Hakeein in all gravity.
"And the Sahib will no longer delay to make himself
known ? "
"To-morrov morning I will wait upon Yar Mahomed
Khan," Pottinger answered quietly; and, so answering,
rounded the second great turning-point in his life.

I

THEhouse of Yar Mallon~edKhan differcd from that
of the 01-dinary mortal mainly in size, and in the fact that
its great entrance courtyard had the appearance of a
barrack square. Here newly-pressed recruits were drilled
under
Wazir's supervision; while a t all hours the
place was thronged with soldiers, petitioners and lesser
chiefs, who mould cheerfully spend the whole day waiting
audience, so long as hookahs and gossip were to be had.
NOW,into the midst of these came a Syud of northern
aspect, who announced himself as a traveller, desiring
immediate speech with the FVazir; and his kismet being
favourable, delay was short. Thankful for escape from
prying eyes, he followed his guide through the stifling
dusk of inner passages and rooms t o the sanctum of the
tyrant whose eyes were in every corner of the city.
Yesterday he had seen t h e potentate: to-day he saw
the man. Fresh from his bath in simple white clothing,
Kashmir waistcoat and black Persian cap, Yar Mahomed
sat a t ease in the mud alcove of his dressing-room, and,
rising, graciously returned the stranger's salaam. Then,
because it is not meet to come empty-handed before great
ones, and because his possessions were few, Pottinger
presented a pair of detonating pistols, the most valuable
gift a t his command.
It seemed the gift was propitious, for the Minister
smiled, nnd, smiling, revealed teeth like weatherworn
tombstones, crooked and discoloured.
66
Be seated, friend," said he, with a courteous suavity
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that almost redeemed his evil aspect. " Your holiness is
from Afghanistan ? "
"No, from India," Pottinger answered bluntly. "I
am no holy man but an oficer of the White Queen's
Army
Yar Mahomed suppressed a start of surprise, and his
glance dwelt more purposefully upon the stranger's face.
"131ue eyes be rare in my country. I should have
known. The Sahib travels for pleasure? "
"Yes, and for better knowledge of men and cities.
I had need to adopt the garb of a holy man in passing
through the Hazara highlands.''
"The Hazara highlands? Aha! A brave man I
Next to gold we Afghans love nothing like courage. And
ever since the coming of Conolly Sahib your countrymen have been welcome in Heriit. Show me your heart
openly, as brother to brother. Have no fear."
Thus encouraged, Pottinger told his tale, if not precisely as brother to brother, a t least as man to man;
straightly, yet with due reserve.
The Wazir declared himself overjoyed to entertain n
nephew of one so well reported as Colonel Pottinger
Sahib of Sindh. Nay, more, the Minister Sahib a t
Tehran had urged, often, the wisdom of sending an
envoy from Rerht to the Burra Lot Sahib of Hind.
And what better opportunity than the present? Thus
would his guest's safe conduct be assured and his own
friendship for England doubly proven. He did not add
that thus also mould his guest be kept under the eye of
men instructed t o report his every speech and move.
He merely begged the Sahib mould wait a while longer,
that he, Yar Mahomed, might enjoy the pleasure and
profiik of his society, and might also have time to receive
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certain expected advices from Sir John McNeill. Delay
again. 13ut refusal were impolitic, and since he could
travel no farther, Pottinger consented to wait a seek
or two in the hope of regaining his lost property
after all.

b

H e waited, a welcome guest in the house of Mahomed
Hussain, glad, at last, to dispense with colour stains, and
all that these implied. T h e Wazir's friendliness was unfailing; but two weeks expanded into a month, and still
no sign of Allah Dad Khan, nor word of permission to
depart. Seven months of living with Orientals, in the
vast leisurely atmosphere of eternity, cures a man of
counting the hours and days as though they were seed
pearls; but Pottinger's small' stock of money was
dwindling, and time enough must be allowed upon the
return journey for unforeseen exigencies by the way. By
October, the Persian army was reported well beyond
Meshed, and he had no wish to be caught like a rat in
a trap.
At the end of the month, having'but Gve ducats left,
he sent word to the Wazir, begging him to nominate an
envoy and give him leave t o depart. For answer, his
presence was requested a t the Minister's house forthwith ;
and hopeful of a t last obtaining final instructions,
Pottinger obeyed.
H e was received this time in Yar Mahomed's private
hall of audience, where he nnd a posse of local chiefs
passed the time, swaggering mightily of Afghan prowess
and the drastic treatment Persia should receive at their
hands.
Pottinger, us usual, was made heartily welcome, even
to the elabornte Afghan embrace. Then said the Wnzir,
motioning him to a seat of honour : "This is no true
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friendliness, 0 Pottinger Sahib, this eagerness to be gone
when trouble is at our door."
"But, Wazir Sahib, consider-"
"Nay, listen, till you hear our wishes in this matter.
For the present I send no envoy to India. Instead, I
request that you prove the good feeling of your country
towards mine by remaining in Herat to give such help
and advice as you are able. In plain speech I will not
give you leave to go. "
Here was a voltc jace, startling as i t was unwelcome;
and the Englishman had some ado to keep himself in
hand.
" Is i t friendliness on your part, Wazir Sahib ? " he
protested, not without heat, "to bid me remain, when i t
is well known to you that I am not free t o go or stay
at your pleasure or my own. If the soldiers of your army
take leave, must they not return within the given time?
To overstay my leave of absence may mean loss of promotion and will assuredly deprive me of any izzat ' I
might otherwise earn by my travels. Consider, then, if
I am blameworthy in asking leave to go,"
Yar Mahomed scowled thoughtfully a t the Persian rug
on which he sat. T o blame this stmight-spoken son of
Britain were folly ; impolitic, also, t o retain him against
his will. But the Wazir was a shrewd judge of character.
H e had recognized long since the uprightness and courage
hid beneath Pottinger's plain, unobtrusive bearing ; and
had, no doubt, perceived how these might be turned to
his own account. This soldier of the White Queen was
not his t o command. But there were other methods ;and
for all his ingrained brutality, Yar Mahomed could be,
if necessary, the most plausible, the most persuasive of
men.
1
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When he looked up again, the frown was gone. " YOU
are right, my friend. If you feel bound t.o go, I have
110 power to command that you remain."
But a t that all the chiefs who were present set up a
clamour of remonstrance, declaring, in spite of their
fornler swagger, that without this English officer (experienced in the infernal ways of guns) to reorganize the
defences and speak with the enemy in the gate, Herlit
woulcl fall in pieces a t one blow.
In the midst of the Bnbel Yar Mahomed appealed
to Pottinger, with shoulders lifted and hands eloquently
outspread. "You see how i t is with us, Sahib? So
grent is our faith in the dreaded Feringhi when there is
fighting and difficult work to be done. It is true, also,
that you have eaten our salt, and it is against our custom
for guest to desert host in the time of trouble. Can
there not nny arrangement be made, any communication
with your Government, to explain? "
This cunning appeal t o the other's generosity did not
fail of its intent. Pottinger's belief that the city must
fall quickened his British predilection for the forlorn
hope, the losing game.
"Sooner than seem discourteous, Wazir Sahib, I an]
a t your service," he answered simply-burning his boats.
" I will take the chance of my explanation being accepted
by Government. But I must tell you frankly you will
find me quite a useless person, having no political
authority to interfere in your aflairs, and small knowledge
of British relations with Persia or with your own state."
Yar Mahomed dismissed minor considerations with a
sweep of his hand. H e had gained his point. It was
enough. Pottinger must needs endure a second embrace
and an ovation of Eastern compliment.
"Friend and ally of princes in distress l True source
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ul' a valorous and noble origin, may God prolong your
clays! May you be upon the carpet of wealth and fortune and rise to t h e seat of magnificence and power.
As for lack of knowledge and authority, our izsat is
increased merely by your presence in our midst. With
the Rajjar,' I am told, come two gentlemen Sahibiin. It
is meet that Heriit also should possess a gentleman Sahib
to speak with them, and enforce fair bargain between
oppressors and oppressed. "
Such words from such lips nlade Pottinger smile to see
how completely change of position will change the point
of view. But the assurance that Sir John McNeill would
accompany Mahomed Shnh set his last doubts a t rest;
and he went forth from the assembly, to ponder at leisure
on the abrupt, unlooked-for turn of events.

By way of preliminary, he insisted on writing a t once
to Captain Burnes, long since established a t Kabul, where
he had been treated with confidence and friendliness by
D6st Mahomed Khan, and hoped, in return, to achieve
the closer alliance with England on which the Amir had
set his heart.
T o his uncle in Rutch, Pottinger wrote a fuller account
of himself and his position : made all arrangements t o
lodge with Conolly's Hakeem, and thereafter devoted
himself zealously to the repairing of defences, that at
many points were fast crumbling t o decay.
About this time runners brought news that the
Persian army had reached Toorbiit, not a hundred and
fifty miles distant. The advance guard, alone, was
reputed ten thousand strong; and Hergt, from a population of seventy thousand, could but muster ten thousand
troops all told. H e r effective fighting force numbered
1
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only half that amount, undisciplined and ill-trained.
IVith these and ten guns-such as they were-four miles
of
must be defended against an organized army, h r
too well provided with cover, in the shape of villages,
and orchards, crowding, on the west and south, t o
the very base of the g$pntic earthworks, their strongest
rock of defence.
Even the most sanguine could not call the outlook other
than unpromising. But if the enemy found cover ready
to hand, he should a t least ]lot find forage and food.
These were poured into the city daily from surrounding
villages; and with them came peasant folk in their scores
and hundreds, craving protection, Streets and bazaars
swarmed with a restless, panic-stricken multitude. T h e
very ruins were tenanted, and five or six families occupied
the house of one. But to bring in all the produce of that
amazingly fertile valley was beyond human power; and
the word went forth that the residue be destroyed : outstanding crops, forage, and even the very orchards that
might serve as firewood.
T o these wholesale
without, Y a r Mahorned
added precautions within against the ever-present danger
of treachery or open revolt, These took the charncteristic form of fines, torture or imprisonment wherever
infidelity was suspected; or, more often, perhaps, wherever hid treasure was rumoured to exist. The man's
greed of money amounted to a disease; and now t o his
natural appetite was added the stimulus of genuine need.
All Herat knew this, and trembled; each asking the
other, " Who will be the next? " T h e very Mullahs
of the Shin11 sect were seized and iniprisoned lest they stir
up the people.
Upon the ramparts a wholesomer activity
T h e noise of building, the ring of t h e hRnlnler upon iron
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filled men's ears all day and often half the night. Scout
parties went forth t o harry the advancing troops and cut
off stragglers. These returned with few prisoners and
loud denunciation of the Persians as the most contemptible cowards in all Central Asia. Was ever the like
heard, that men, calling themselves soldiers, should march
in a close-packed mass guarded by guns, like a crowd of
fearful women, instead of straggling hither and thither
to display their own daring and give the enemy a chance
to do likewise I Wait only till those women-warriors sat
down before EIeriit; then would the thwarted heroes
prove upon their bodies the stuff whereof the troopers of
Afghanistan are made l Meantime, the tale of their
preliminary captures multiplied, like the men in buckram,
and the less adventurous were duly impressed,
As for Eldred Pottinger, throughout the stir of preparation, wherever active, honest work was toward, there
he was t o be found ; directing, exhorting and, when need
be, putting his own hand t o the plough. For him the
whole affair was a unique adventure, undreamed of in
his wildest imaginings. After weeks of aimless waiting,
the demand for definite action was pure relief, and the
prospect of his first taste of warfare stirred the fighting
blood in his veins. True, his isolated, undefined position
bristled with difficulties, but he was not of those who go
half-way to meet them. Like all men of practical power,
he gave himself, with both hands, t o the present moment,
the present need. As regards the future-one duty, a t
least, was plain. It was his to uphold-in
word and
act-the character of a British gentlenian in the eyes
of those who knew him, and of the God in whom he
believed with a simple, whole-hearted faith, less rare in
the early days of Victorin than in those of King George.
And still-day by day-the Persian force crept nearer :
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a force formidable enough, by all nccounts, to make short
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work of Herat, in spite of swaggering Afghan heroes
and a Feringhi officer Sahib, ~ I i spoke
o
little and achieved
more than all the said heroes put together.
A sharp spell of frost, in early November, raised hopes
that a severe winter might prevent t h e horrors of a long
investment; but upon the 15th came couriers from the
frontier with news that startled and dismayed the bravest.
T h e fortress of Ghorign, reputed stronger than Hertit,
and defended by a picked garrison under Yar Mahorned's
own brother, had surrendered to the Shah. A disaster
so unexpected suggested treachery o r cowardice within
the walls. The Wazir took the blacker view; openly
denounced Shere Mahomed true son of a Kashmirian
mother, and pushed on the defences with redoubled zeal,
that it might be seen how an Afghan of unmixed birth
would defend his own.
But the days of preparation drew t o an end; and the
dny of action was at hand.
On November the 28nd the advanced guard formed
up on a wide plain to the north-west, and the voice of
Mahomed Shah's field artillery was heard in the land.
Guns from the city towers flung back the opening chaIlenge, and a preliminary slcirmish ensued. On the 83rd
came the great main body-Persian and Russian, but no
British ambassador, to Pottinger's regret. McNeill had
sent, instead, his assistant, Colonel Stoddart, to look after
British interests and, if might be, patch up a reconciliation between Shah and Shah.
But now, at all events, the word was War. Earthworks were thrown up, a vast camp sprang magically into
being. Ruins, orchards and enclosures under the rampnrts were occupied in force. T h e siege of IIerat llad
begun.

SOLDIER
We taka np the tnsk oternal, and tho burden, nnd the lessonPioneers I 0 Pioneors !
Uonqouring, holcliny, daring, ventwing, as wc go the unknowll \rraysPionceis 1 0 Pioneors !
Not for delectations sweet ;
Not the cushion and tho slipper ; not the pencohl and tho atndious ;
Not the riohoa, snfc and pnlling ; n o t for us tho tnme enjoymentPionccrs 1 0 Pioilcers l
WAIX WEITMAN.

WAR, that breeds heroes and proves men, as the
furnace proves the potter's vessel, has few horrors, in her
long and varied list, to outrival that of a protracted siege.
And in an Asiatic city horror is piled on horror by
gratuitous brutality, by all-pervading dirt, lack of drainage, discipline, and the power t o act in unison.
Such were the conditions at H e r i t when thirty thousand
Persians sat down beneath her ramparts and opened hostilities with an imposing discharge of artillery that set
her rotten parapets falling like tinder about her defenders'
ears. 13ut a t that time neither side dreamed of a protracted siege. Mahomed Shah was out for conquest and
looked to make short work of i t ; the most sanguine
Afghans did not expect to hold out more than a few
weeks, while to Pottinger i t was plain that the Persians
needed only engineers and a skilled general to carry all
before them.
Happily for Heriit they possessed neither, but were a t
the mercy of many masters, each intent upon his own
laurels, his own chosen point of attack. Unity of plan
or concerted action there was none, nor even, for a
time, any attempt a t stringent investment. With true
Oriental improvidence and bombast they made haste to
exhaust their ammunition in spasmodic outbursts of firing,
the range too erratic, and the whole a h i r too casual to
do much mischief. But the whistle of flying bullets and
the flaring rush of rockets overl~eacl struck terror into
the fearful Heriitis, huddled in masses on the roof-tops,
77
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wailing and beseeching Allah to ward oE the fire-born
spirits of evil that added a new terror to life. Shells
thrown less a t random left ruin &I their wake; dust,
charred woodwork and huxnan fragments horrible to see.
But for the most part the firing was directed against the
parapets; and the mass of rubbish, falling inwards, was
promptly utilized by Pottinger t o support the battered
fortifications. Thus, the body of the old rampart became
a parapet, and the summit; of the new, built from within,
a point of vantage for defending breaches when made.
Whether these ever could be made became more and
more a matter of question as day followed day, and
beyond their lively display of fireworks the Persians gave
no sign of an organized attack, or of a bold attempt t o
take the place by escalade. Sorties and skirmishes kept
up a creditable air of hostility; and by means of the
former the Heri-rtis carried on, with more dash than
science, their spirited defence. Three out of the five
city gates were kept open ; supplies brought in and cattle
sent out to graze. By night they sallied boldly forth to
harry the Persian sappers and plunder their tools. By
day the heads of the slaughtered were joyfully paraded
on the ramparts, to the infinite disgust of Pottinger, who
could never speak of "this barbarous and inhuman conduct with any temper." For the Afghans, the public
flaunting of their prowess was the best part of the fun ;
and since rewards were forthcoming, t h e warriors outvied
one another in their zeal.
"Regard favourably, oh thou Mighty, the valour of
this slave l " cried one upon a day of December, when
Ynr Mahomed stood on the works, with his young English ally, discussing the details of t h e next sortie. A
pair of blood-stained ears emerged from the speakerYs
tunic, and from his lips a circumstantial tale of his en-

counter with the victim. Uuly rewarded with a cloak
and a handful of ducats, he seized them and fled without
staying for further boast or conipliment.
Half-an-hour later came a fresh adventurer, disfigured
with the stains of battle.
"The reward of courage, 0 most Valiant 1 " said he,
and laid a mud-smeared head upon the ground.
Yar Mahomed, turning t o give the order, kicked aside
the pitiful object, and so became aware of a deficiency.
"Oh, 110 l Was this unfortunate born incomplete? "
he asked, with a grim chuckle. "Or be the ears God
gave him hid in thy tunic for the next occasion? "
Without answer and without reward the hero vanished
from the ramparts ; and a retainer, picking up the trophy,
recognized i t for the head of a comrade fallen on the
preceding night.
"Inshallah! these be mighty men of valour f " shouted
the enraged Wazir. " Go, belabour the scoundrel without mercy. And as for him of the ears-any man who
can may possess himself of the cloak and ducats, ay, and
of the long tongue that stole them. Shameful talk, that
lies be rendered in place of service for a mere handful
of silver ! "
The bystanders, in duty bound, chorused approval;
and Pottinger, musing upon a certain tale of the pot and
kettle, went back t o his house.
That night it was told him in confidence that a Shiah
Mullah, suspected of hidden wealth, had died under the
hands of the torturers.
In this fashion December dragged wearily to an end.
Within a month some thousand rounds of amlriunition
had been wasted upon mud walls, proverbially unresponsive to anything more disturbing than dynamite o r heavy
cannon. Convays had been despatched for a fresh supply.
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But their return mould be a matter of weeks; and in the
nleantime the besiegers bethought them of methods more
eflective than spasmodic fireworks. Early in the New
Year i t was discovered that active mining operations were
being carried on a t several points, a discovery t h a t filled
Afghans and Heratis alike with the bewildered, unreasoning terror of the unknown. Visible bullets, flying at
noonday, were as nothing to the devil that worked in
darkness under their feel;; and a proclamation went forth,
calling upon the Mullahs to collect fresh working parties
from among the people.
It was while this new ~ a n i c prevailed t h a t Shere
Mahomed-sometime Commnndant of Ghorih-appeared
beneath the wnlls and demanded audience of the Wazir.
The demand was refused in language more peremptory
than polite; and for answer came word of warning that
unless Heriit were given up, he-Shere Mahomed-would
be slain, the city stormed, the Wazir hanged like a dog
and his womenfolk publicly dishonoured.
But even in the hour of panic Yar Mahomed was not
the man to be browbenten by empty threats.
" Bid the Sirdar Sahib carry my thanks t o the Shah-inShah," replied he, " that he saveth m e the trouble of killing a traitor who is no true brother of mine. When the
city is taken Mahomed Shah may deal with me as he wills ;
remembering always that I am his Majesty's most faithful
servant. Only in this matter obedience is impossible.
The Afghans will not hear the surrender."
So Shere Mahomed went away sorrowing, with tne
curse of a vengeful brother on his head. Heriit was not
given up, neither was he slain nor the fortress stormea.
But the incident had set Yar Mahomed thinking ; and not
many days later Pottingcr received word that the Wazir
wished to spenk with him on a matter of importance.
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NOT without cause did Ynr Mahomed Khan, ol Heriit,
become known as the Napoleon of Central Asia, though
the Asiatic's genius was rather that of the keen-witted
unscrupulous politician than of a conqueror and leader
of men. Singleness of purpose-outside the paramount
purpose of his own advancement-was a state of mind
unknown to him. "Heads I win. Tails you lose."
There you have the man's mountain-top of philosophy
to which he clave through his long, unedifying career
with a constancy worthy of a higher creed.
Even in the early days of preparation for war he had
written smooth words to the Most Exalted, Light of
Religion and Father of Victory, begging that he would
honour his faithful servant by a visit t o Herat, there
remaining till it should be his pleasure to march on Kabul
and Randahar; and for these good offices he had been
promised ultimate possession of Kamriin's kingdom. Yet,
when there came news from Kandahar that its chief
leaned towards Persia, Yar Mahomed wrote-in righteous wrath-of disgrace t o the Afghan name, and of his
own willingness to deliver H e r i t itself into their hands
Again, while
sooner than yield it to followers of Ali I
impressing on Pottinger, with engaging frankness, his
sincere desire for British help ~ n dBritish good will, he
secretly assured his Eastern friends that all he wanted of
England was gold, and if that were not forthcoming no
longer would he tolerate the infidel within his gates.
Shiilhs (Pemian~).
CI
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T h e infidel's own opinion of the man and his methods
is worth recording.

...

" T h e minister, throughout all negotiations
invariably threw the blame of the defence on some one
else, and regretted being obliged to fight. H e also
avoided mixing himself up with any act decidedly
hostile t o Persian prejudices; allowing some of his
friends t o act, and then, under a show (to the
Persians) of inquiry, sharing t h e advantages.
With t h a t shrenrdness which characterizes the
Afghan nation, lie saw the favournble position he
was in and availed lii~nselfof i t to the utmost.
H e therefore addressed himself to t h e task of defence, b u t took steps t o secure his own interest in
the event of a reverse."

...

...

With just such a step in view he had sent for his young
British friend, the one human being in a city of thousands on whom he could implicitly rely. Lest some
unforeseen catastrophe arise, i t were well he should lose
n o time in sending a diplomatic message of mediation to
t h e Great King : and now i t seemed that the acceptable
moment hnd arrived.
H e received his visitor alone, without formality; and
Pottinger, knowing his man, guessed what was in the,air.
A smile of mutual understanding passed between them,
and for a moment neither spoke.
A notable contrast at any time, these two; but the
effect was heightened since Pottinger had dispensed with
colour juices and washed the dye out of his warm brown
beard. H e still wore Eastern dress, as much for convenience as for lack of m y other; and a year's exposure.
plus artificial staining, had darkened his fair skin almost
t o the tint of an Afghan mountaineer's. In both faces
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it was the eyes that arrested attention and struck the
keynote of character. But from the blue ones there
looked forth a soul of innate and steadfast nobility ; while
the brown ones glowed with the fire and force of a mind
unhampered by the soul's superfluous sensibilities. Both
men were amply endowed with physical courage and
strength of will; both possessed the hall-mark of
character-individuality,
by virtue of which they stand
forth in high relief against the confused background of
that seething, suffering city, whose immediate fate lay
more or less in their hands.
For the rest, day and night had more affinity than they
two; and a friendly alliance between such mighty
opposites-each so typical of the East and West they
stood for-had in itself all the elements of drama.
Yar Mahomed broached his plan without preamble,
adding by way of inducement : " For such an undertaking
there is but one man acceptable in all IIeriit. No Afghan
would venture : no Shiah could be trusted. Remaineth
only yourself. You are willing? "
"Assuredly. In this, as in all else, I am a t your
service. I t will be a great pleasure to meet Colonel
Stoddnrt and speak my own language again. You have
letters ? For me ? "
H e glanced eagerly a t three folded and sealed slips of
paper in the minister's hand, for the superscription was
English, and words from the outer world were jewels
beyond price.
"One of them, yes. From Randahar. Leech Sahib
no doubt. These others, that are for McNeill and Stoddart Sahib, you can deliver. But first, by God's goodness, we are enabled to overlook the contents."
Pottinger frowned sharply. "Excuse me, Wazir
Sahib. In all straightforward work I have said you may
G2
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command my services; but if you open other men's letters
you must find some one else t o rend them."
T h e Asiatic shrugged his shoulders. " A wise precaution, that is all. You followers of the Nazarene lose
much by your squeamishness. But in this case the gain
is mine, giving fresh proof that we can send you in all
confidence to speak with our enemies. To-morrow, a t
this hour, you shall wait upon t h e Shah. To-day,
because of the cough that troubles him, h e hath taken
an over large dose of the dewai ' which cureth every ill ! "
H e showed his discoloured teeth in an evil grin, and
Pottinger understood. It was well known in Herat that
Shah Karnrh, prematurely broken down by unbridled
licence, was now completing the process of degradation
by drink. H e , whose gusts of passion had set men's
hearts hammering ngainst their ribs; he, who in lustier
days had openly ransacked the houses of his subjects
with a band of armed retainers, seizing whatever chnnced
to take his fancy, from wife or daughter t o a bagful of
ducats ; he, Shah Knmrlin, last of the Saddozais, was now
little more than the peevish appendage t o a fluttering
pulse and a haunting fear: the fear of a poisoned morsel
or t h e knife between the shoulder-bones t h a t would end
all. As a matter of fact he was strangled in Yar
Mahomed's own good time. Meanwhile, a serviceable
puppet, jerked alternately by his Wazir and his chief
eunuch, he soaked in spirits and lived almost like a
prisoner in the Arkino, or high citadel a t the northern
end of the town.
Thither Pottinger was led next morning : elated at the
prospect of adventure thnt might release him from an
anom~lous position and H e r i t from the miseries of
investment.
Medioiue.
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Passing through the by-ways of the city, where
hardly a shop had escaped destruction, his heart was
smitten afresh with pity for those hapless ones, for whom
were all the bitterest dregs, whether of defeat or victory.
Arrived a t the Arkino-a fort within a fort-Pottinger
was ushered into the cheerless room of state, furnished
with a carpet and cushions, with eunuchs and a chief
physician always a t hand to profTer some new and infallible dewai, whose precise effects concerned the royal
invalid far more nearly than the fate of his city. T h e
Englishman's arrival interrupted an absorbing colloquy
on the results of a cooling draught administered that
morning: but a t sight of the envoy a sudden spark
glowed among the half-extinguished ashes of kingship.
" Aha 1 Pottinger Sahib, friend of Yar Mahomed and
defender of our great city, go boldly forth, bearing a
Shah's message t o a Shah."
A wild, incoherent message it proved ; a long-winded
catalogue of merits and wrongs, ingratitude and injustice, and culminating in a rude outburst of mingled
self-pity and reproach.
"Behold, how generous is the conduct of Mahomed
Shah 1 Is it nothing that I refused help to usurping
princes and rebellious chiefs, looking in return for troops
and treasure t o regain mine own lost kingdom? And
now, my supplication is answered by the roar of cannon
and bombs, the cry of the wounded and fhe odour of
the dead l Say t o him : ' Here be my women and
children; and as I have resolved to die in their defence,
rather than yield, I send t o ask what he requireth a t my
hands.' "
Exhausted with his own eloquence the king lay back,
breathing heavily ; and Pottinger, all eagerness for the
morrow's venture, made haste to be gone.
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But when he called on the Wazir next morning i t was
only to find that obstacles had arisen and the whole affair
was postponed. T h e sortie of the preceding night, from
which much was expected, had failed signally. Moreover, there were reports afloat of an immense gun in
active preparation : a gun whose bullets were to pierce
the mud walls of Herat as though they were glass. A t
such a moment suggested mediation mould seem a mere
confession of weakness; wherefore the Shah sent word
t h a t the going of Pottinger Sahib be delayed till the
Afghans had a t least struck one determined blow in their
own defence.
This they achieved, with questionable success, on the
26th of January. But Asia has a genius for shirking
the decisive issue, and not until the 7th of Pebrunry
did Pottinger obtain leave t o depart.
I n the interval his heart had been rejoiced by the
recrudescence of Allah Dad Khan, with all his treasures
intact, and a tale of plausible adventures longer than
his turban. As regards the truth of these Pottinger
made no stringent inquiry. H e was too thankful to
recover his belongings and to secure the services of a man
h e could trust. Allah Dad Khan might be stupid and
hot-headed ;but his experience of Sahibs had taught him
t h a t straight dealing was the sole way to gain and keep
their favour.
On the morning of t h e 8th, then, Eldred Pottinger
left his belongings in charge of his new-found friend,
and rode forth of the gate that is called Rutb-Chak,
bearing not only " a Shah's message to a Shah," but also
Y a r Mahomed's diplomatic greeting t o the Wazir.
Word of an Afghan dignitary, coming t o make terms,
had sped on before; so that the streets between the tents
were thronged with a shouting, surging multitude, and
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the escort had need to lay about them vigorousIy in order
to reach the Persian minister's tent. Here, t o his
delight, Pottinger gained leave t o call on Colonel Stoddart, who overwhelmed the bearded stranger with an
effusive Asiatic greeting.
Laughing heartily, the other answered in English ;and
Colonel Stoddart stepped back in amaze" What ! Is it Pottinger-the soul of the defence?
My fellow announced you as the Moojtehid of HerBt l
Come in, man, come in. This is a pleasure indeed!
CofVee a t once for the Sahib," he commanded, as they
sat down and rid themselves of the crowd.
Only the Englishman who has spent months alone
among Orientals can conceive what i t means merely t o
return an English handclasp, t o hear an English voice.
And these two were, in addition, fellow-soldiers, fellowpawns on the great chess-board of Central Asia.
Said Stoddart: " I am told we owe i t nlninly t o you,
under Providence, that the Heriitis are giving our Exalted
One more trouble than he bargained for. A t the rate
you are strengthening your defences the place will soon
be impregnable. Keep them up to it, sir; keep them up
to it l W e need t h e t o shake a chronically sleepy
Government wide awake. Our news is beginning t o disturb the official Burra S a l ~ i b sat last, and it's my belief
thnt we shall soon have Sir John himself here as mediator.
For a Persian victory means Russia dominant in Herfit.
Your people show no sign of climbing down? "
"No, They are sick of fighting and not over flush of
money; but I am only t h e bearer of polite messages and
don't expect to accomplish much. I have letters though.
One for you-"
"Ah, nurnesl I had been hoping for news. I t
seems the Bear has got her paw on Kabul now. But
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from all accounts D6st Mahomed is giving Vickovitch the
cold shoulder and standing fast by Burnes. Sekunder
the Great has his failings, and difidence cannot be
counted among them ; but he'll square the Afghan alliance,
if the gods of Olympus give him a chance. Now for his
letter, and you shall share the news-"
But steps and
voices without betokened interruption. " Devil take
these Asiatics l " cried Stoddart, whose patience was
short and curiosity keen. "As for you, my dear sir,
resign yourself to leagues of long-winded, irrelevant discussion I "
Pottinger had his fill of it before the day was out.
Bidden first t o the Wazir's tent they found him surrounded with the usual crowd of friends and retainers : o
thin, snlall man of mean aspect and bilious temper. But
they were received with a fine show of grnciousness, and
the "most noble," after compliments, was asked of
his message from the Prince Karnrlin t o the King of
Rings.
"My message is from the Afghan king to the Persian
king, and to none other," Pottinger answered, with his
quiet directness of look and speech. " As regards the
greeting to yourself from Yar Mahomed Khan, I should
prefer greater privacy. "
It was accorded-not with the best possible grace : and
Yar Mahomed's proposal that the Shah return t o Persia,
whither he himself would follow, t o give true proof of
sonship, was dismissed with undignified contortions of
disgust. W a s there no limit to the arrogance of these
Afghans? Was not Herilt set down as a Persian
province even upon the maps of Great Britain?
This last both officers denied; and were favoured,
straightway, with a detailed history of Persia for the
last fifty years. Finally Burnes' map was called for, in
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proof of their fallacy; and lo, I-Ieriit appeared within the
Afghan border I
The volcanic little gentleman turned indignantly upon
Stoddart.
" Why, then, Colonel Stoddart Sahib, hath the British
Government, xhile professing friendship with Iran,' never
sent word to ua of the insult upon the map? "
Stoddart replied gravely that he had no instructions in
this matter. H e was not aware that his Government had
ever received information of Herat having been annexed
by Persia. H e would refer the case to the Envoy a t
Tehran.
The undernote of irony was quite lost upon Haji
Akasi, champion-in-chief of Persian almightiness : but a t
the preposterous word annexation, he writhed anew.
"Bismillah! How should the Defender of the Faith
annex that which hath been his own since the days of
Nadir Shah? Who careth for maps? Herfit remaineth
a province of Iran. Therefore let Prince Kamriin and
his Wazir approach, with due humility, and kiss the feet
of the Asylum of the Universe, who will permit no foreign
Government, Russian, Turkish or British, t o make disturbance between himself and his subjects. If the Burra
Liit Sahib hath another opinion, let him send a man to
tell me his mind. Then will I also send a man t o your
young Queen, Ruktoria, that the province of Ireland
belongeth not to her I "
"There be some that might agree with you, I-Inji
Sahib ! " Pottinger remarked, smiling. " But when am
I to deliver my message? "
The small man sprang up in haste.
"I go t o prepare the may, that both may have
audience. Then it shall be seen if the Asylum of t h e
Porsia.
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Universe mill suffer dictation a t the hands of Afghan or
infidel."
It was seen; and the Asylum of t h e Universe did not
Y ufler dictation.
Very plainly clad, and enthroned upon a cheap English chair, in the corner of a double-poled tent, his
appearance scnrcely sorted with the fulsome string of
titles that were his. But his personal servants stood afar
off with heads boved above folded arms; and the British
officers must approach with all due ceremony, pausing
and salaaming three times during the process.
T h e interview lasted three-quarters of an hour. I t
began, in dignified Enshion, with a plain stntement of
Mahomed Shah's just grievances against K a m r ~ n . T t
swelled to a bombnstic outpouring, typical of his rncc,
and culminated in the ultimatum that, unless his five
proposnls were complied vith, h e would not rest content
till he had placed a garrison in the citadel of Heriit.
Since those five proposals included kissing the feet of
the " Asylum," restoring prisoners and supplying troops
for Persian wars, there remained no more to be said. The
officers retreated backwards, saluting three times as
before. Negotiations were a t an end.

TIIROTJG~OUT
that night and all next day hill and valley
were lashed by the devastating breath of the Shamshir,'
the Boreas of Central Asia. Rain, hail and wind culminated in a knee-deep fall of snow that transfigured
camp and fortress and tenderly veiled the battle-scarred
face of the land. Followed a sharp frost, and, upon
the morning of the loth, Eldred Pottinger carried back
t o Heriit the mortifying word of failure, that fell like
a blight upon the whole expectant city.
Delay had given time for hope to run high; and Pottinger, speedily summoned to the citadel, did what he
might to soften the blow. I-Iarnpered though he was by
lack of political knowledge and authority, his two days
in camp had not been altogether vain. H e could, a t
least, bring word of a dispirited army, unpaid since leaving Persia; of increasing scarcity, desertion nnd flagrant
excesses that had converted every village into an enemy.
Consoling news, that brought a gleam back into the
royal eye and steadied the perturbation of the royal
pulse.
Followed a council of war, resulting in a unanimous
vote for British protection on any terms; and that night
letters were written to Lord Aucltland, also to Burnes,
through whom the appeal must be sent. Thereafter
Pottinger made out his own unvarnished official stntement, accounting for his presence a t I I e r ~ tand his
indepenclent line of action.
Cimiter.
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To Burnes he wrote informally of his experience as
envoy, adding : " T h e city is very much stronger than it
was at the commencement of the siege, and the Afghans
are confident and in high spirits. They want but money.
For m y own part, I have little doubt, from what I
now know of both parties, that the taking of Herat
by the present Persian army is little less than an
impossibility.''
Some misgiving of this complexion must have disturbed
Mahomed Shah, after his interview with the superfluous
young Englishman, whose presence in Herfit seemed to
have changed the whole complexion of affairs within the
walls. The 68-pounder, also, t h a t was t o have broken
up the walls like glass, had broken up, instead, its own
ill-constructed carriage, and lay, like a dead elephant,
cumbering t h e ground.
Thus beset, the Most Exalted descended a step or two
from his unassailable eminence. And behold-a few days
after his inflated ultimatum-a
Persian emissary at the
gate of Heriit : an emissary with peace upon his lips, and
a private reminder t h a t i t behoved all true Moslems t o
make common cause against English aggression, under
the Father of Victory and Defender of the Faith, who
would, hereafter, enrich them with the plunder of India
and Turkestan I
High-sounding speech ; b u t the slipperiness of Persia is
proverbial : and Yar Mahomed-after due consultationsent answer that if the Shah-in-Shah spake truth, he
could prove i t by removing his army from the walls of
Heriit. As regards foreign mediation, the Afghans
placed implicit confidence in Lieutenant Pottinger, and
if the Shah would do the same by Colonel Stoddart, all
might yet go well. Thus, in one breath, this most politic
of men flattered the racial pride of his ally and shifted

. ..

11 blarne for further fighting on to the shouiderfi
f Persia, should she refuse to trust her English
uest as Yar Mahorned, the unimpeachable, trusted his
wn 1
And in less than a week that same trusted guest found
im secretly corresponding with a Russian officer, known
3 Samson Khan I
The discovery led to a heated scene
etween these ill-assorted allies : nor was the matter
smoothed over till the quietly persistent subaltern had
compassed a written statement to the effect that no treaty
could be entered into without the sanction of Great
Britain.
But for all his decisive bearing at such critical moments
Pottinger was acutely alive to the difficulty and delicacy
of his position. There were times of heart searching,
when he doubted whether-as
an officer of a neutral
Government-he had any right to take an active part
in the defence; feared also lest his Afghan friends should
misconstrue his zeal in their service and believe him to
have been, from the first, a secret agent of the Indian
Government. But, whatever the issue, to withhold
practical help, so greatly needed, was not in the nature
of the man. He could but meet each crisis as i t arose,
to the best of his power, and leave, the event to God.

--

.

And still, throughout February and March, emissaries
came and went. And still, while the lips of the Most
Exalted spoke peace, he did not cease from the strengthening of trenches, or from carving cannon balls out of
marble wrenched from sacred graves. On two sides the
Persians pushed their approach closer, till investment
was complete, and real pressure began t o be felt. No
provision had been made for a siege of months. Sheep
and grain were already scarce. The water supply having
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been cut oE, all that remained in cisterns and reservoirs
becolne indescribably foul. Actual scarcity t h e r e
was not, since water could soon be reached by digging.
T h e one serious lack, as Pottinger had said, was money :
how serious, he did not discover till March was half over
the siege near four months old.
The fashion of his discovery was Eastern t o the core.
A pressing invitation from the Wazir's scribe, Mirza
Ibrahim, resulted in a rigmarole of innuendo, in cautious
curvettings and amblings round about the most delicate
subject on earth, till Pottinger, losing patience, dernanded bluntly : " Is it that you need money, Mirza
Sahib, and you wish to know if I can supply i t ? "
But for his colour, the Mirza must have blushed a t
this naked presentment of his decorously draped request.
Great mas the penetration of the Sahib l It could not
be denied. There had been dificulties. Even s t r o n g
pressure brought small result. How wring water f r o m a
dry dish-cloth? But the Sahib must understnnd, he,
Mirza Ibrahirn, spoke from his own grief of heart, w i t h out authority. The IVazir Sahib had, indeed, desired
to speak. But the Englishman, being his guest, modesty
forbade I
Pottinger could not repress a smile. I f Yar Mahomed
had taken modesty to wife the day of miracIes was n o t yet
done.
"Still," said he, "if I am to assist t h e Wazir in t h i s
n m t delicate matter, he must needs overcome his
modesty, so that I may be fully acquainted with his
present difficulties and his future intentions."
T h e Mirza bowed low and departed. But the delicate
Process of overcoming Afghan modesty took time. Even
when invited to dinner, the Wnzir could not bring himself to broach the subject of money ; and each fresh o p p o r -
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tunity given found him increasingly coy. At last the
Englishman fairly lost his temper.
"This is the conduct of children, not of men," h e
remonstrated, on the Mirza's third invitation to dinner.
"If the Wazir is really too modest t o speak, let him
write I "
The ironic suggestion was solemnly accepted, and as
solemnly carried out. By an interchange of formal notes
in the third person, modesty was propitiated, and the
way made clear for speech.
T o Yar Mahorned's ingenuous suggestion that his ally
should lend him money on the security of the crown
jewels, Pottinger replied : "My friend, I am no merchant; and if I possessed money enough for such a
transaction I would give i t willingly, without talk of
pawn or purchase. Why not arrange the matter with
the Hindus, who could get you money from Kandahar? "
But it appeared that the Hindus shirked the risk of
dealing with crown jewels; or, more probably, the risk
of dealing with Yar Mahomed Khan, and Pottinger
agreed to conduct the affair himself on two conditions :
no foreign intercourse without the consent of Lord Auckland; no prisoners t o be sold, but detained for ransom
or exchnnge. Promises being chenp, were readily given ;
and that night three letters were dispatched t o Alexander
Burnes, without whose sanction Pottinger would do
nothing.
His own letter contained an informal account of the
whole transaction and of his view on the general
situation.
"In my former letter," he vrote, "though I mentioned money, I had no idea of the destitution to which
they are apparently reduced, and this lrnowledge has
changed my confidence in their success. T h e result now
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depends upon the answer you send to this application.
I shall, much as I dislike the undertaking, endeavour
t;o pawn the jewels, and trust I shall be able to raise
Thus, having
sufficient to last till your reply comes.
given you a statement of affairs, I beg to say a word
of myself. Without any authority, I am acting the part
of British agent here, thereby laying myself open to
the displeasure of Government, not only for meddling
in what does not concern me, but also for neglecting the
duties on which I was sent to these countries. Except
for the private communications of Colonel Stoddart and
Mr. Leech, I am totally ignorant of the wishes of Government; but I have done and shall continue to do my
utmost to preserve our interests here, taking care to
commit no act of hostility which can be construed into
involving the British Government. You wrote to me in
October that you were authorized to send one of your
assistants to this place. I shall consider it a personal
favour if you do so, and thus relieve me from the anxiety
of my present situation; and if not, that you will authorize
me to act here on t h e part of Government till orders
may arrive."
Such occasional comments, in demi-official letters, and
certain extracts from the lost journal are all that remain
to throw any light on Pottinger's personal thoughts and
feelings throughout those long months of hardship,
anxiety and strain. But, even from these, i t is evident
that no idea of gleaning honours or advancement from
the great adventure visited his mind. A mild official
6'1 wigging,"
allowing for pressure of circumstances, was
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Ear nearer to his expectations : such being the common
lot of unauthorized ones who have the courage to act
on their own responsibility a t a crisis. No doubt he
hoped, secretly, that if Burnes could relieve him, he
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might yet gain a fresh grant of leave to complete his
frustrated journey of exploration.
In the meantime it was his-without authority, without political Itnowledge, and with small experience of
actual fighting-to
defend and preserve the independence of I-Ierlt to the best of his power. In this sole
purpose he and Yar Mahomed were a t one; and, as the
precious month of seed-time drew t o an end, it became
clearer than ever that both armies were heartily sick of
the struggle. But upon certain points neither ~nonarch
would give way. Said Yar Mahomed after a last vain
colloquy with the Persian general : "All things are
written in the book of Pate. But one thing is certain.
So long as the Shah-in-Shah demands acknowledgment of
sovereignty, there can be no hope of peace."
Yet upon that night of early April the British Ambassador from Tehran had halted but four days' march from
the city, and with him came his assistant secretary,
Major D'Arcy Todd, a Dengal gunner, eager for political
distinction, whose name was destined to be linked with
that of Heriit almost as closely, though far less happily,
than Pottinger's own. The move, prophesied by Stoddart, had been precipitated b y a certain letter from
Leech at Kandahar, and McNeill-lately authorized by
Lord Palmerston to denounce Persia's enterprise as a n
unfriendly act-had hurried down to the camp, without
awaiting official instructions. For at that time a severe
epidemic of Russian scare prevailed, not only in Central
Asia, but in Westminster and Calcutta. Rightly or
wrongly, i t was believed that the fall of I-IerZit would be
an inevitable prelude to further Russian aggression,
further intrigue, under cover of supporting the claims of
Mahomed Shah.
H
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Viewed in the truer perspective distance gives, later
historians have denounced these fears as chimerical, and
those who entertained them aa alarmists. It is easy to
pass such verdicts when the cards are on the table and
the game played out: easy to censure McNeill's overhastiness, 13urnes' excitable letters-the
outcome of a
temperament prone t o exaggeration, more especially when
i t served to enhance the importance of his own mission.
But it is a question whether England has not suffered
worse things from her proverbial blindness t o the
shadows cast by coming events, than from the voice of
the " alarmist," who has oc.casio~ially been known to
speak truth. Certainly, at the time-making due allowance for bias of temperament-it seemed evident that the
Asylum of the Universe and the Father of Victory mas
little better than a vassal of the Bear. Hence the obsession that Persian success spelt imminent peril for India.
Folly o r no, England had clearly everything to gain
by preserving the independence of Heriit, and of her
rival's active interest in its downfall there were proofs
in plenty: this among others, that while England, in
the person of McNeill, sped southward, Russia, in the
person of Count Simonich, followed after. And with
the appearance of both ambassadors in camp, the siege
of EIeriit changed its character. Prom a squabble of
small significance, between two Asiatic chiefs, i t developed into t<heopening moves of that great international
game of chess, which has gone on a t intervals for near
a hundred years. Whether i t is even yet played out
remains for future historians t o say.

-_

"PROPHESYnow t o us, 0 Pottinger Sahib, what will
be the outcome of this new happening? And if the
Russian Blcilee be following after, as is said, which will
win the ear of the Shah-in-Shah ? "
Yar Mahomed brought down a heavy hand upon the
shoulder of his friend, and those about him chorused his
request. "Tell us, Sahib, what is the thought of your
heart? "
But Pottinger shook his head. " I am no prophet,"
said he. "But this I know for certain. McNeill Sahib
will evert all his power t o preserve the independence of
Heriit."
I-Ie spoke his thought honestly, as of habit, yet not
his whole thought. Assuredly McNeill would do all in
his power to avert what seemed-in the fevered anxiety
of the momcnt-almost a national calamity. But since
his arrival, two welts ago, Pottinger had begun t o doubt
the extent of thal power.
'True lie 11nd little but guesswork to go upon. His
attempts to communicnte with Colonel Stoddart since
their meeting had failed time after time, and the appeal
to Burnes seemed like to prove barren of result. It had
been crossed on the road by a lelter from Kabul giving
no very proinising nccount of the progress toward an
alliance whereon I3urnes had set his licart. The obstacle,
strangely enough, was not D6st Mahonled Khan, but;
the Calcuttn Government, whose attitude was no less disheartening t o its own envoy than to the Afghan chief.
H a
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self
telling him that after this I knew not
what might happen. Aud it was now a neck and
neck race between Russia and us. If his Lordship
would hear reason, he would fortlimith send agents
t o Bolthara, IXer~t,Kandahar, and not forgetting
Sindli. How this pill will go down I know not: but
I know my duty too well to be silent."
Duty or no, Burnes had a constitutional weakness for
his own voice and the airing of his own views. Unlike
Pottinger, he did shine on paper; though, in all h e writes,
allowance must be made for a tendency to over-colour
plain facts and exalt the importance of any post he
chanced to fill. His letters have the individual note of
the cheerful egoist; letters in which the man's flippancy,
vanity and personal ambition peep out with engaging
naivetk between the lines.
But his belief in India's imminent danger, however
exaggerated, mas at least sincere. And while he awaited
the result of his representations in favour of D6st
Mahorned, conferences multiplied at the Bala Hissar ;
blown eggshells being cheap, and the Amir, as yet, being
unaware of their emptiness.
January brought letters from Olympus, less discouraging in tone,' and, on the strength of these, the urgent
Peshawur question was discussed in all its bearings,
"Better, surely," urged Burnes, the persuasive, "waive
your own claims t o Peshawur and remain content with
such restitution as can be made by an amicable arrangement between Sultan Mahomed and the Sikh Maharaj
Whereto the Amir made answer, more in sorrow than
in anger: "Of a truth, Ranjit Singh, having taken
In t h e published Blue Book an attempt was made t o conceal
the fact of these having been received, that Burnes might bppear to
have acted without authority.

."
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braie overflowed with others eager t o take their place.
Twice they swarmed up again, and twice were flung
backward in confusion; living, dying and dead. Yet a
third time they returned, their number seemingly undiminished; and a t t h a t Deen Muhomed's little band,
despairing of support, began to waver. Quietly, wrreptitiously, those behind slipped away; some openly
deserting, some feigning a concern for the vounded rare
enough amongst their kind; while the Persians pressed
forward with hope renewed.
Then i t was that Y a r Mahomed and his straggling
escort drew near tlie gate of slaughter. They saw their
men covertly retreating : heard the uproar swell louder :
Persian yells of triumph telling their own tale. Almost
the day seemed lost : almost-but not quite. Persia had
at least one man to reckon with before she could set fool
in Heriit.
F o r Eldred Pottinger sprang forward, checking the
deserters with scathing speech and shouting to the escort
behind : " Close up, men, and come on. It is not yet too
late t o save the city."
But sights and sounds that fired the British subaltern
seemed to paralyze the Afghan Sirdar. Instead of confirming Pottinger's order he hesitated, stood still, and
finally sat down upon a ruined wall, gloomily wagging
his head. Amazed and indignant, Pottinger swung
round on his heel. " W h a t ails you now, Wazir Sahib? "
cried lie. "Bestir yourself and play the man, or all will
be lost indeed."
He spoke as t o one stunned. " N o use, my friend,"
the Wnzir answered sullenly. "How shall a handful of
half-starved men make stand against four times tlleir
number? All things are written ; and if Allah fighteth
for tlie Persians who can hinder them ? "
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loss, and K8mr8n himself could supply ten. Yet have
neither contributed one broken cowrie ! And the rest are
like unto them : thieves, misers all. When they behold
and daughters ravished by the Persians, then,
their
maybe, they will repent. But now it is as if one shouted
into a well. Can you wonder, my friend, if I put
pressure on the people, since that alone brings result? "
For a moment Pottinger sat silent, repelled alike by
the man's tale and by the underlying implication of his
own unlikeness t o the rest, Then he asked quietly : "Is
it by no means possible t o put pressure on Shah
Kamrin ? "
"By one means only, Sahib. Though I, who know
him, know also how much i t would avail. This, however,
we have resolved, since the coming of the Burra Lnt's
letter blighted all hope. We shall appoint a committee
of finance, which shall make all things clear to Ramran,
adding that either must he supply money for payment
of t h e army, or give leave that the committee shall search
for i t and seize it after their own fashion. Can you doubt
his answer? The miser will sacrifice his people. It shall
be seen."
It was seen, Without shadow of hesitation the miser
sacrificed his people ; and the wail of the tortured broke,
yet again, upon unheeding ears. God, it seemed, had
forgotten them; and worse than vain mas the help of
man. As for Pottinger, that passing triumph in June
shrank t o a mere nothing in the face of his failure to
stem the tide of lawless evil within the walls.
Yet, in that darkest hour, dawn was already a t hand.
Not many days after KamrBn's despicable decision
came news, at last, that bore some semblance of fact,
T h e bearer, lately arrived from the camp, asserted, on
08th that Colonel Stoddart Sahib had returned there two
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enough in the midst of pestilence, tyranny and famine,
undaunted by the hopeless nature of their new task;
while Persia's all-conquering army melted into the horizon, and the siege of Herat was no longer n painful
exigency, but an item of Asiatic history, significant or
insignificant, according to the historian's political profession of faith.
Needless to review in detail the conflicting statements
of these last in regard t o Russia's underlying motive, or
the vexed question whether the fall of Ileriit mould or
would not have endangered t h e safety of India t o the
extent feared by men of proven ability, both in England
and the East.
Perhaps, among them d l , there are few opinions better
worth co~isidering than that of Sir Henry Ranl'insonhimself nn ex-Afghnn political of sound judgment, insight
and first-hand knowledge. In his view Russia's desire
was less toward invnsion than toward t h e estrangement of
England and Persia, whereby she hoped t o strengthen
her moral influence in the East, while lreeping India constantly anxious, constantly prepared'for that which might
never come t o pass. On the showing of her own statesmen her Heriit policy was of the order of Yar Mahomed :
Heads I win ; tails you lose. If H e d t had fallen, as was
expected, Kabul and Kandnhar would certainly have
followed suit. Russo-Persian influence-pushed, thus, to
the threshold of India-implied
a t best much internal
agitation among native provinces and states; a t worst " a
diflrult and expensive mar to avert more serious dangers."
If, on the other hand, England interfered to save Herit,
she was compromised, not merely with the court of
Mahomed Shah, but with Persia as a nation. For
"Russia had contrived to identify all Persia with the
success or failure of the campaign,"
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Henry Pottinger, Captain Ward (Eldred's former commandant) and three brothers stationed in different parts
of t h e country. Not a whit less gratifying than the
appointment itself was the tribute of praise that followed ;
and Lord Auckland's " marked satisfaction in bestowing
the high applause due to the signal merits of Lieutenant
Pottinger, who
under circumstances of peculiar
danger and W c u l t y , has, by his fortitude, ability and
judgment, honourably sustained the reputation and
interests of his country."
From all sides congratulations flowed in, by letter and
by word of mouth. But not until many weeks after the
New Year had dawned did Eldred Pottinger himself
awake to the knowledge that, in climbing the steeps of
duty, with never a step of the road visible ahead, he had
stumbled unwittingly upon the summit of fame and
become the hero of the hour.
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all the trouble in the world t o get him into the business,
and even now he would be glad of any pretext t o retire."
But the baaed champion of Baraltzai supremacy had
already despatched his final protest in the shape of a long
letter t o Macnaghten propounding the best line of policy
"under the circumstances, which a series of blundere
have produced," and concluding with a paragraph very
much t o his credit : " I t still remains t o be reconsidered
why we cannot act with D6st Mahomed Khan. H e is a
man of undoubted ability, and has, at heart, a high
opinion of the British nation : and if half you must do
for others were done for him he would abandon Persia
and Russia to-morrow. It may be said that opportunity
has been given him; but
a t best he had a choice
of difficulties, and it sl~ouldnot be forgotten thnt we
promised nothing, while Russia and Persia offered a good
deal."
It was not forgotten. It was suppressed.
I n t h e meantime, a few days in Simla su5ced to convince Burnes that crude theories and inflated ambition
were destined to override all obstades, not excluding the
dictates of justice and national honour. He was quick,
also, t o perceive t h a t the golden key to promotion and
preferment was enthusiasm for the royal exile : and, being
no Quixote but a mere man, eager above all things for
place and power, he turned his back thenceforward on
the Iost cause of DBst Mahomed Khan.
Having been duly warned not t o unsettle his lordship,
he was requested t o state his views on the supreme topic
of the hour : the which he did with a touch of his
incurable exaggeration.
"Self defence," said he, "is the first lam of nature.
If you cannot bring round D6st Mahorned, whom you
have used infamously, you must set up Shah Shujah as
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ment. I replied that he must change his conduct greatly
or that would certainly come to pass."
Whether or no this last remark set Yar Mahomed
thinking, it is certain that next evening came a message
t o the officers' lodgings, suggesting that Colonel Stoddart
should call on the Minister before leaving He&.
That gentleman's comment on the proposal was, 8s may
be imagined, brief and very much t o t h e point. Pottinger supplemented the refusal by adding that the Wazir
could expect nothing else after an insult for which no
apology had been offered. H e learnt incidentally that
the Shah was heartily ashamed of his behaviour ; that
neither had the least intention of parting with him, and
were prepared to make any apologies he pleased, once
Colonel Stoddart was
"That. is as it may be," returned Pottinger, no
wise impressed by this mark of royal favour. "Today I accompany Stoddart Sahib one march out on his
journey, returning next day t o make preparation f o r my
own."
Thus on the 5th of November, 1888, without further
exchange of compliments, Charles Stoddart left HerZt ;its five gates closed and guarded to check the wholesale
exodus that threatened directly the news of dismissal
reached the people's ears.
The twelve-mile march t o Parwiina was pure relief
to Englishmen cooped up over-long in t h e unsavoury
atmosphere of an Afghan city. The blessed sense of
freedom, the sheer expanse of hill and valley, the minter
sunshine and crisp, clean air swept the cobwebs out of
their brains, t h e gloomy forebodings out of their hearts,
saddened though they were at sight of t h e widespread
defacement wrought by a seemingly futile siege. Gardens
and esplanades, mosques, no matter how sacred or ancient,
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all had been sacrificed t o the wanton lust of destruction.
Where orchards had clustered, the earth was grimly
disfigured by stubble of blackened stumps; nor had one
among the countless magnificent plane trees-the glory
of the valley-been
left t o beautify the land in
spring.
But the travellers had matters more personal to discuss
before they parted : Stoddnrt's chivalrous mission on behalf of Russian captives, very characteristic of the period,
when the long revolt against all forms of slavery had but
lately reached its triumphant end ; Pottinger's homeward
route through Seistan and his hope that he might be of
service at Kandahar, if rumours of Shah Shujah's
re-instatement were true.
They slept that night a t Parwzna and parted a t dawn,
each commending the other t o God's good Providence,
as even Englishmen could do without false shame in that
day of a simpler, surer faith in the Great Unseen. Then
each went upon his way-alone among aliens, and inimical
aliens; yet no wise disconcerted, because, for both, the
promise made to Joshua, in the beginning of days, was
a promise for all time : " Be not afraid, neither be thou
dismayed; for I, the Lord, am with thee."
So they believed in the year 1838, and both had need
of their belief to uphold them through that which was to
come.
Eldred Pottinger rode thoughtfully back to Herat;
regret at his failure to achieve the impossible mitigated
by relid a t the near prospect of escaping into a cleaner
moral atmosphere ; while Stoddart rode northward
through the mountains t o Bokhara, congratulating himself on escaping intact from tne neighbourhood of Yar
Mahomed Khan.
But, although he guessed i t not, congratulation was
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sentiments.' I will perhaps add a P.S. when I get t o
Vikkur.
" God bless you, my dear boy. Talce all care of yourself and write to me whenever you have opportunity, if
only two lines; as we are all most and constantly anxious
about you; and I am
" Your most affectionate uncle,
'(HENRY
POTTINGER.~'
Certain it is that whatever Eldred Pottinger may have
lacked of the lighter and more lucrative qualities that
make for popularity, he possessed, in full measure, the
supreme gift of commanding love and admiration from
all who knew him intimately enough t o penetrate the outer
she11 of modesty and reserve. T o this fact almost every
surviving letter bears testimony, each in its own fashion.
Of himself, too, it was characteristic that for all his
acquiescence in Colonel Pottinger's advice, he sent money
home regularly to his mother, from that time onward,
till the day of his death ; and thereafter a grateful Government voted her a hundred pounds a year in recognition of
his services. A n o t a b l e a n d seemingly rare-record
this, of a mother-and-son devotion purely spiritual, owing
nothing to the tie of blood; the more notable because
Eldred Pottinger was, in almost every respect, the child
of his own dead mother rather than of his talented but
unstable father : and the strength of the bond between
them gave an added depth and glow t o his young life;
an added glory to her own.
Cheered and refreshed beyond measure, he turned
hungrily to the packet of newspapers that contained,
among other items of interest, the Gazette, already
quoted, with its substantial compliment and stirring
tribute of praise. Thoroughly to absorb and digest his
K
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should this dog attempt t o curb them with a silken
I "
threadT h e abusive epithet, fairly hurled in Pottinger's face,
set his hot blood tingling, and he spoke with sudden
imperious heat.
' ( T h a t is enough, Sirdar Sahib. I request that you
leave my house a t once."
But t,he Afghan's blood was up also. " I go a t no
man's bidding till my business be done," hc retorted, his
black eyes flashing defiance. " Wa7z-illa7~1 You arrogant English deem yourselves kings of all the world I "
('Sirdar Sahib, I have said that is enough," Pottinger
repeated, dismissing further talk with a peremptory
gesture. " As for the Wazir's business-I have not yet
refused payment. But I will settle the matter with Yar
Mahomed in person ; not with one who has insulted both
myself and my Government. It is enough. Go at once,
or by Allah, my men shall turn you out."
T h e big Afghan stared insolently. "Turn me out l
A likely tale ! "
"Taj Mahomed l Allah Dad 1 " shouted Pottinger,
and, prompt as thought, t v o Her& of his escort stood in
the doorway : not Allah Dad, who had gone on an errand
t o the bazaar.
" T h e Sirdar Sahib hath insulted me and refused to
leave my house. P u t him out I "
But for all the anger in his eyes and command in his
tone, the men's hesitation was evident. They would
cheerfully have died for t h e Englishman in open fight;
but fear of the Afghan ran in their blood.
Sherc Mahomed's triumph was complete. H e laughed
aloud. "Inshallah! Said I not so? There is no man
in this house, Pottinger Sahib, who dares put me to the
door."
It was a challenge, direct, un~nistakable-and Pot-

Bur in April, Keane had still to reach Kandahar and
t o marshal his half-starved, heavily-hampered force
through t h e Khojak Pass. No attempt had been made
by Cotton to gauge its difficulties, or t o discover a n easier
route; and, as usual, the sins of the leaders mere visited
most heavily on the men and animals given into their
charge. Opposition was conspicuous by its absence. SO,
nlso, were fresh water, forage and food. Day after day,
strength and spirit were sapped by an invincible enemy
a t whom none could strike a straightforward blow. All
ranks would have been thankful for the stimulant of
resistance, however stubborn ; for an occasional fight t o
fire the blood and dispel the conviction that the grinding
misery they endured was unnecessary t o boot : mere escort
duty where they had looked for war.
Once indeedathere came a cheering rumour that a body
of "invulnerable horsemen with charmed lives " vere
advancing to destroy the infidels root and branch. But,
like a mirage of t h e desert, those invulnerable ones
vanished a t close quarters ; dwindled, in fact, t o a party
of vedettes who had boldly ridden forth t o reconnoitre,
and, at sight of British bayonets gIeaming for the first
time on a n Afghan ridge, had saluted the officers with a
few long shots, and ridden quietIy back to Kandahar.
But if Afghan chiefs mere inactive, the marauding
tribes were not. Like a swarm of angry wasps they
buzzed about the rearguard, plundering camels and stores,
murdering stragglers and generally enjoying themselves
502
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pany him for the purpose of strengthening Heriit fortifications at British expense. In return for these favours,
the authorities were expected t o ratify the treaty of
friendship and alliance whereon Macnaghten had set his
heart. A plain-spoken letter from Pottinger, dated the
4th of May, might well have shaken the convictions of a
man less securely armoured against the slings and arrows
of discouraging facts.
"The Waxir's real aim," wrote t h e one man who
could speak from intimate and painful experience, " is to
get sufficient money to assume an independent attitude
and then keep up the supply by threatening his neighbours. He has no idea of finance or of increasing the
prosperity of his country.
Even amongst Afghans
he is an ambitious and engrossing man, and KamrEn
nourishes the hope of possessing the whole kingdom of
Allmed Shah. If he were a man the Wazir feared,
things might go well; but he is ten times the greater
tyrant; and if Government does not wish t o interfere in
internal affairs-which is the most advisable plan-we
can only restore justice and security by removing one or
the other. Without a force, we only hold our situation
here by the payment of money, which Ramriin and his
minister will use every means of falsehood and fraud t o
procure from us, while giving not a single iota t o the
general interest. With two such men and their followers,
accustomed to live by rapine, you may judge what hope
we have of restoring prosperity t o this country. For
my part-I have none."
Such uncomfortable convictions mere not a t all t o
Macnaghten's taste. They served only to increase his
desire for the opinion of a man whose view of Central
Asian politics squared more nearly with his own. This
is not to assert that his personal friend and Military
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prestige, Keane, in his perplexity, discussed t h e matter
with Captain Thompson of the engineers.
Thompson, who possessed a soldier's head in addition
to a soldier's courage, looked grave a t mention of
Macnaghten's proposal.
"Whatever the strength of Ghazni," said he, " at least
we know i t is occupied in force. T h e son of D5st
Mahomed may be counted on to make a vigorous defence ;
and-since your Excellency has seen fit t o ask my opinion
-may I be allowed to remind you t h a t the ultimate
responsibility is yours-and
yours only. Would the
failure and disgrace of a British army b e excused by the
plea that you acted on Mr. Macnaghten's political
assurances and advice ? "
"Good God, no ! " Sir John answered with decision.
"But the deuce of it is we're so confoundedly in their
hands. "
" For information-yes.
But not necessarily for
advice. And even in respect of the former, has your
Excellency, in any single instance, found political
information t o be correct? "
"I'm damned if I have l " the old soldier retorted,
with a laugh. " Even if we must eat shoe-leather, the
English troops shall go. But Stevenson swears the
bullocks are totally unfit t o drag the siege guns."
So the matter mas settled, and one fatal error, a t least,
nipped in the bud.
On the 27th of June Shah Shujah with his envoy and
an " escort " of 4300 fighting men began his triumphal
march on Kabul. But t h e siege battering guns, which
had been dragged, at enormous cost, over a thousand
miles of country-far more heart-breaking than any that
lay ahead-were left, with an unconscious touch of irony,
to ornament the tamely-surrendered city of Kandahar.
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phrase with scorn into Macnaghten's politely smiling face.
L6
Even were our cause far more hopeless than it is, D6st
Mahomed Khan would sooner throw himself upon British
bayonets than upon British protection. T o the true
Afghan freedom is life, be i t never so hazardous. AS
for me, I follow the fortunes of my brother; and as for
you, Shah Shujah and Macloten Sahib, that have refused
his most reasonable demand-the
God of Justice will
require at your hands the lives of all the brave men who
shall fall belore this contest is at an end."
Had a flash of foreknowledge been vouchsafed them, it
might well have given them pause. But their eyes being
holden, they dismissed with' affable contempt a foiled
adversary's harangue; and next morning the Nawab rode
forth from that city of tents with rr heavy heart. For
the first time in his life he had seen s British army
encamped ; and its appearance, its prevailing atmosphere
of discipline, seemed silently to ~roclairnthe hopelessness
of armed resistance.
I n vain one who rode a t his elbow sought t o cheer him
with conteniptuous comment : ('Wah! Wah! Nawab
Sahib. These Peringhis be no true fighters. Their army
is made only of camels and canvas; ours of mounted
warriors with sharp swords. What rr degradation t o be
overcome by camels and canvas! "
But the Nawab, being gifted with discernment, could
not rid himself of the secret fear that camels and canvas
might have the last word after all.
On the 1st of August he reached Kabul and delivered
his unpalatable news. I t s precise effect upon his brother
he coi~ldnot accurately guess. For Afghanistan's most
notable Amir was a man so compact of mighty opposites
that it was hard to foresee the dominating mood of any
given moment. At once just and unjust, merciful and
Y 2$
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resented their conspicuous share in his restoration and
the still more conspicuous part they seemed like to play
in reorganizing his kingdom.
But the man's courage was of doubtful hue; and if he
mistrusted the Peringhis, his mistrust of the Afghans
went deeper still. H e had enough of shrewdness to perceive that i t was one thing to sit enthroned in the Bnla
Hissar, and very much another to control a mercenary,
quarrelsome and restless people, for whom he had little
love in his heart, and in whose eyes his dependence on
infidels had greatly humiliated him. So he, like Macnaghten, found himself between two fires : doubtful of
all about hirn, yet more profoundly doubtful of himself.
T o both it was plain that the moment had arrived for
redeeming Lord Auckland's promise, contained in the
Simla manifesto, wherein his lordship had "confidently
hoped " that the Shah would be "speedily replaced on
his throne by his own subjects and adherents "; to which
hope had been added the assurance that "when once he
shall be secured in power, and the independence and
integrity of Afghanistan established, the British army
shall be withdrawn."
But a promise so vaguely worded
and qualified left many loopholes of escape, should fulfilment prove distasteful or impolitic. In the first place
Shah Shujah had not been enthroned by his subjects and
adherents, but by British money and arms. I n the
second place, the mere fact that both he and Macnaghten
doubted his ability to hold his own, without British support, wae a scathing commentary on that disingenuous
proclamation, which had set the entire project in train.
It was a time of painful uncertainty and indecision;
a time fraught with big issues for all concerned.
Throughout those last weeks of August '39 the honour
of England, the prestige of- British arms and the fate of
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A rough wooden door, a narrow passage black as the
pit; an open courtyard roofed with stars, and furnished
with refuse heaps and tethered horses ; a staircase, narrow
as the passage, with never a chiriig to reveal murderous
roof-beams t o the drunken or the unwary; an empty
balcony, and beyond, a t last, the inner room, dimly lit,
filled with bearded men. Here they were greeted with
the prescribed chorus of kind inquiries : " JOT-asti ?
Khzuh-asti ? ' Salaam aleikum :" and here, lolling on
cushions, they were served with fruits and pillau, with
the pungent Rabul spirit twice the strength of gin.
Finally a liookali was passed, without prejudice, from
mouth t o mouth, not excluding t h e hired band, whose
inhuman energy and weird minor discords precluded all
necessity for making conversation.
Pollowed the nautch girl and her attendant crone,
probably the first seen in Kabul since the fall of D6st
Mahoaed Khan. F o r that despised barbarian had, of
late years, rivalled Cromwell himself in t h e enforcement
of rigid morality upon his people. T h e professional
dancer had been abolished ; t h e production of alcohol put
down b y law. Now, in a moment, in the twinkling of
an eye, all was changed. W i t h the advent of a Christian
army t h e trade in spirits soon became the most profitable
i n the town ; while t h e prompt revival of the nautch girl
re-asserted once more the futility of attempting to lift
human character by legislation ; of enforcing from without that which can only be permanently wrought from
within.
Thus did the frank sociability of the Afghans, and
their zest for manly sports, effectually blind officers and
men t o the devils of cruelty and cunning that lurked
1

Are you happy 1
Are you strong ?
8 Penc~
he with you.
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within. They were unanimously voted excellent fellows,
and mutual satisfaction was the mood of the moment.
None the less, before the middle of September all were
impatient for the expected order t o return. Life a t
Kabul, though an amusing novelty, soon proved too
costly to suit the proverbially lean purse of the British
officer. I n a country where wine sold a t three hundred
rupees a dozen and cigars a t a rupee apiece, he had no
desire t o establish a continuing city; and t h e Bombay
troops under Willshire received with joy the command
t o march on September the 18th, via Randahar and Sindh,
calling a t RhelZit by the may to punish Mehrab Khan.
This addition to their programme proved conclusively that
Reane had no intention of forgetting the ill impression
made on him i n his last interview with Major-General
Nott, Cheated of Ghazni, t h e old Company's oficer was
now to he cheated also of his one remaining chance of
distinction-the capture of Khelat. It mattered nothing
t o Keane that, as early as July, Nott had received political
communications lending him to expect that this duty
would b e entrusted to himself, and had not merely
collected important information, but had caused the
fortress t o be secretly measured ;while Willshire knew no
more of the place than Reane had known of Ghazni mhen
he left Kandahar. I n Nottys eyes i t was all of a piece
with the rest. Just or unjust, he had felt convinced that
the laurels would be reserved for a " Queen's General,"
and it was so. With a heart over-full of bitterness he
pigeon-holed his information and grimly awaited the
result.
On September the 18111 the Bombay troops left Kabul,
and those who wished them God-speed looked eagerly tor
their own order of release. They had done their duty.
Shah Shujah's kingdom was established. On the surfacc
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